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Bring your members the trusted, digital mortgage 
servicing experience they deserve.

All without investing in expensive technology to help 
manage the ever-changing regulatory environment. 

As the premier mortgage servicing partner for credit 
unions, TruHome brings your members a secure, 
digital experience with holistic features such as:

Digital Technology. Deep Expertise. Service-Minded.
Member Service, Meet Mortgage Servicing.

To learn more, contact Doug Battin at dbattin@truhome.com or 913.981.1709.

  Delivering a digital experience to your 
members. Mobile or desktop, it’s both 
innovative and seamless. 

  Complete white-label servicing, with 
your credit union name and logo online 
and on all member communications – 
even for sold loans.

  Proprietary single sign-on technology 
from your online banking system.

  Decades of professional experience in  
all areas of mortgage servicing.

  Full conversion support. From a core 
system or a sub-servicer, we make the 
process efficient and easy for you.

866.981.1700 | realestate@truhome.com
9601 Legler Road, Lenexa, KS 66219 | www.truhome.com | NMLS #284608
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ACUMA is an organization of and for credit unions, dedicated 
to the simple principle that credit unions have both an 
obligation and a competitive need to become a “premier 
provider of home loans for their memberships.”

ACUMA brings together the shared real estate lending and financing 
interests of credit unions and CUSOs.

ACUMA member organizations include federal- and state-chartered 
credit unions and CUSOs, mortgage insurance companies, secondary 
market investors and investment banking firms, and technology companies 
operating in the field of mortgage banking.

1       We are a non-profit trade association committed to 
promoting credit union mortgage lending proactively, 
positively, but not politically.

2     Our members are our owners and are treated as such.

3      We are committed to helping the Realtor community 
understand credit unions and the value they bring to 
promoting home ownership.

4       We maintain a high level of fiscal responsibility while 
ensuring that membership provides access to all 
employees of the credit union or CUSO, and that events 
are high quality yet affordable.

5       We provide exceptional education and networking, using 
experts from the mortgage banking, leadership and credit 
union communities.

WHO WE ARE

OUR CORE VALUES
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Stepping Up in 
Tough Times

Like Credit Unions 
and Their Partners, 
ACUMA Adapts to 
a New World

  

When I became ACUMA’s second President on January 1, 
I anticipated that there would be challenges. And I was 
excited about the opportunities that stood ahead of me.

But like all of us, I never dreamed our world would be faced 
with the most deadly pandemic in over 100 years.

COVID-19 has had a devastating im-
pact on the health of millions of people 
on our planet. And it’s played havoc 
with the economy. Nonetheless, it’s also 
shown how strong the credit union sys-
tem is. That’s right, when the going gets 
tough, credit unions get going.

I am so impressed with all the ways 
credit unions are stepping up to help 

their members. It’s gone well beyond 
providing them with home loans. It’s 
also been about assisting members 
struggling to meet their loan obligations 
and reaching out for small businesses to 
gain access to emergency benefits. 

Credit union websites are filled 
with helpful resources—educational 
and practical. As we know, navigating 

through what some would call a “fi-
nancial maze” can be tough in normal 
times, but it can be even more difficult 
during this unprecedented pandemic. 

Through it all, credit unions contin-
ue to have a significant, positive impact 
on their members’ lives.

Likewise ACUMA’s member credit 
unions and our sponsors have demon-
strated their significant value and ability; 
each adapted new processes quickly to 
ensure members continue to have access 
to home loans without interruption. In 
fact, the record volume of loans closed 
demonstrates the success of the well-ex-
ecuted response.

 
 

ACUMA

PARTNERS
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Tracy Ashfield is the President of 
ACUMA. She can be reached at 

tashfield@acuma.org  or  
(877) 442-2862.

ACUMA FACES  
A CHALLENGE
ACUMA faced a similar chal-
lenge. For more than 20 years 
our association has relied on 
our in-person workshops and 
conferences to bring our mem-
bers relevant, timely education 
and access to our industry’s 
thought leaders. 

In March the pandemic 
forced us to find new ways to 
continue our mission while 
sheltering at home and prac-
ticing physical distancing. In 
April we launched ACUMA on the Go! 

Within a matter of weeks we began 
offering a full calendar of “On the Go” 
virtual learning opportunities:

    We tackled the topics that were top of 
mind: We dissected the forbearance 
rules, sorted through the remote 
on-line notarization and remote ink-
signed notarization. 

    We learned from experts on holding 
effective remote meetings. 

   We heard from credit union leaders 
on how they were able to shift to e-
closings and what they learned along 
the way. 
This is what ACUMA has always 

been about; learning and network-
ing with your peers. We are offering 
webinars, online workshops and pod-
casts—all available from wherever you 

are through the In-
ternet.

The attendance 
at our events has 
been outstanding. 
And it’s been ben-
eficial for members 
who weren’t al-
ways able to travel; 
now we can bring  
ACUMA’s value to 
them.

YOU’RE INVITED––
VIRTUALLY
Perhaps the culmi-
nation of this year’s 
“On the Go” events 

“

“Credit unions 
are stepping 
up to help 

their members. 
It’s gone 

well beyond 
providing them 

with home loans.

“

“

Those who have 
attended our past 
conferences have 
come to expect 

great sessions with 
influential speakers, 
credit union case 
studies, and talk 
shows on best 
practices. We’ll 

have all that and 
so much more.

is our Fall Conference, being 
held September 22-23. You 
are all invited—virtually!

Those who have attended 
our past conferences have 
come to expect great sessions 
with influential speakers, 
credit union case studies, and 
talk shows on best practices. 
We’ll have all that and so 
much more. 

This event will be free to all 
ACUMA Credit Union and 
CUSO members, thanks to 
our very supportive sponsors.

ACUMA also will be offering a vir-
tual version of our Digital Mortgage 
Showcase throughout the month of 
October. You’ll be able to tune in to see 
demos of great digital solutions, learn 
about new products and services, and 
hear from credit unions that have been 
using them.

It really does seem like we’ve got 
more and more events planned. If you 
haven’t attended one of them, go to our 
website for a schedule of upcoming 
events or to review some past audio 
and video offerings.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
Finally, I want to recognize all of ACU-
MA’s 2020 Sponsors. They are valued 
partners and do so much to keep 
ACUMA growing and strong. Please 
take a moment to look at the Sponsor 
Thank You section elsewhere in this 
issue. You’ll see that in addition to be-
ing valuable business partners to your 
credit unions they are also huge sup-
porters of our association and credit 
unions in general.

Be safe and stay well. I’ll see you 
(virtually) in September!

we’re in 
touCH...  

so you Be  
in touCH!

FOLLOW US  
twitter.com@ 
ACUMACommunity

LIkE US   
facebook.com/ 
ACUMACommunity

CONNECT WITH US  
linkedin.com/ACUMA   
look for ACUMA  
under groups

LEARN AbOUT US   
acuma.org



barry Stricklin

A MESSAGE FROM  
THE ACUMA BOARD
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“

“

ACUMA continues 
to play a key 
role in helping 
individuals with 

their career 
paths as well as 
helping credit 

unions advance 
their mortgage 

programs.

At the same time you did not let the 
pandemic stand in the way of carry-
ing out your mission of providing your 
members with mortgage loans. Stay-
ing true to our mission, credit unions 
came out of the last Great Recession 
with increased mortgage loan market 
share, and I believe the same will be 
true of the post-pandemic and the “new 
normal.”

ACUMA CONTINUES  
SERVING MEMBERS
At ACUMA we faced the same pan-
demic challenges, and we carefully 
considered how to proceed with our 
events. We weighed heavily the safety 
and well-being of our employees, mem-
bers and vendor partners. 

While we felt cancelling our live con-
ferences during 2020 was the right thing 
to do, we did not let that stand in the 
way of our mission to serve ACUMA’s 
members. We created ACUMA on the 
Go, a series of virtual events providing 
exceptional and timely education from 
industry experts. ACUMA on the Go is 
a delivery channel we will continue to 
use in the future. 

But, perhaps best of all, I do look for-
ward to seeing you, face-to-face, when 
we return to our live events in 2021.

In the meantime, ACUMA continues 
to play a key role in helping individuals 
with their career paths as well as help-
ing credit unions advance their mort-
gage programs. 

Over the years I have been asked 
many times, “What is ACUMA?” My 
answer is always the 
same: “It is a non-
profit organization 
that provides an op-
portunity to network 
with and learn from 
the best of the best in 
credit union mort-
gage lending.” And 
ACUMA will continue 
to fulfill that mission 
as we move forward. 
(Please see ACUMA 
President Tracy Ash-
field’s column in this 
issue for more on our 
plans.)

Facing Tough Decisions 
in Difficult Times, Credit 
Unions Do the Right Thing
ACUMA Also Puts Health and  
Safety of Its Members First

As Chairman of the ACUMA Board of Directors, I’d first 
like to wish you and your families safe passage through 
these difficult times. I have been in mortgage lending for 

more than 30 years and would say the COVID-19 pandemic has 
been a challenge like no other we have experienced. It affects every 
part of your life—of all our lives.

At work you were all faced with daunting tasks and very difficult 
decisions. So what did you do? I have no doubt that you did what 
Credit Unions always do—you did the right thing. You looked 
beyond the pure economics and weighed heavily the safety and 
well-being of your employees and members.
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ACUMA is a non-profit association dedicated to advancing 
mortgage lending within the credit union space. The ACUMA Board of 
Directors sets governance for the association and provides guidance to 
the ACUMA President. 
   A Board Member serves a three-year term. Terms are staggered. The 
current Board has eight members. The Board Members are volunteers 
who have a strong desire to give back to the Credit Union industry and 
receive no compensation.   

It Provides Guidance for the Non-Profit Association

Officers of the Board (Chair, Vice 
Chair, Treasurer and Secretary) are 
selected by the entire Board at the 
Organizational Meeting following 
the Annual Meeting of the member-
ship, normally held in September of  
each year in conjunction with  
the annual Fall Conference.

The time commitment for a Board 

   wHat does  tHe aCuMa Board do?

Member includes conference calls as 
needed and two in-person meetings 
each year, including a planning ses-
sion and the Organizational Meeting, 
and attending ACUMA conferences. 
In addition they may also serve on 
standing or ad-hoc committees, and 
participate in occasional special proj-
ects.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE  
FOR A BOARD SEAT?
To be eligible for a Board  
position, you must:

  Be a member of ACUMA’s  
Primary Member Organiza-
tions (CUs and CUSOs).

  Serve as an employee of a 
Primary Member Organization.

  Accept ACUMA’s policies and 
rules of governance.

  Have the support of your  
own credit union for serving 
on the board.

When openings for the Board 
of Directors become available, 
ACUMA would welcome inter-
ested candidates. Openings will 
be communicated to ACUMA 
members through our website 
and the Pipeline magazine.

Barry Stricklin serves at the Chairman 
of the ACUMA Board of Directors, 
which governs the organization. He is the 
Senior Vice President and Chief Lending 
Officer for Tower Federal Credit Union, 
headquartered in Laurel, Maryland. 

notiCe of annuaL Meeting

Each year since 1997 and led by our Board of Directors, we have gathered to 
present ACUMA’s State of the Association via our Annual Business Meeting. This 
meeting historically has been held during our Fall Conference. 

As we will not be coming together in person this fall due to the coronavirus, we will hold our meeting 
virtually. The Annual Meeting of the American Credit Union Mortgage Association will be held at 11 a.m. 
Eastern Time (10 a.m. Central, 8 a.m. Pacific) on Thursday, September 3, 2020. All members are invited  
to attend; all Primary Members (Credit Unions and CUSOs) are eligible to vote. 

The meeting will include reports from our Board Officers, the Board Nominating Committee and a  
brief discussion of how ACUMA has pivoted to ensure members continue to get access to relevant and 
timely education. 

Any member wishing to attend must RSVP to Krista Korfmacher, Member Services Manager at  
Krista@acuma.org by August 21, 2020. All members expressing a desire to attend will be sent an  
invitation link the week of August 24.

A SPECIAL THANKS TO  
ACUMA’S PARTNERS
I also want to take the opportunity 
to thank our many vendor partners. 
Without their financial and intellectual 
support ACUMA would not be able to 
provide the exceptional value we de-
liver to our members. 

I would be remiss if I did not also 
thank our vendor partners for the at-
tention and support they have given the 
credit union industry over the years. 

They play a vital role in the everyday 
mortgage operations and continued 
growth of lending.

I also want to recognize and thank 
the members of ACUMA’s Board. It 
is made up of a very talented group 
of credit union professionals who, 
through their voluntary board mem-
bership, give back to the industry by 
donating perhaps their scarcest com-
modity—time. The board is committed 
to carrying out ACUMA’s mission of 

promoting and supporting credit union 
mortgage lending.

I wish you all continued health and 
look forward to your continued partici-
pation and membership.
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John J. Mckechnie

REGULATION & 
LEGISLATION

  

Federal Response 
to Pandemic 
Focuses on 
Mortgage Market
Steps Taken, But More 
May Be Needed

The federal government has taken a variety of steps to  
support the mortgage market during the national  
emergency caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. How 

these measures, which include blanket forbearance and suspension 
of foreclosures, will ultimately affect consumers and the overall 
housing finance sector remains to be seen.

Already about 8% of U.S. homeowners, or 4.7 million households, 
have signed up for mortgage relief programs, according to the Mort-
gage Bankers Association. That is a 2,000% increase since March. 

As the scope of the pandemic, and its 
economic impacts became apparent in 
mid-March, the Trump administration 
initiated a series of actions aimed at 
helping the housing market generally, 
and borrowers specifically. The Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment on March 18 halted foreclosures 
for mortgages insured by the Federal 
Housing Administration until the end 
of April. HUD said that the suspension 
would protect 8.1 million households.

The Federal Housing Finance Agency 
(FHFA) followed suit, ordering Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac to suspend fore-
closures for any single-family mortgag-
es they back for at least 60 days. 

“This allows homeowners to stay in 
their homes during this national emer-
gency,” FHFA Director Mark Calabria 
said. “As a reminder, borrowers affected 
by the coronavirus who are having dif-
ficulty paying their mortgage should 
reach out to their mortgage servicers as 
soon as possible.”

Calabria added, “The Enterprises are 
working with mortgage servicers to 
ensure that borrowers facing hardship 
because of the coronavirus can get as-
sistance.” 

FHFA also announced that the GSEs 
would provide payment forbearance 
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“The Enterprises 
are working 

with mortgage 
servicers to 
ensure that 
borrowers 

facing hardship 
because of the 

coronavirus 
can get 

assistance,” 
Calabria said.

“

“

John J. McKechnie is a partner at Total 
Spectrum, a Washington, D.C.-based 
team of companies providing strategic 
counsel and effective plan implementation 
using advocacy, research, communications 
and political engagement. You can reach 
him at (202) 544-9601 or jmckechnie@
totalspectrumsga.com.

that allows mortgage payments to be 
suspended for up to a year. 

 
CARES ACT INCLUDES  
MORTGAGE RELIEF
Congress has stepped in with changes 
of its own. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief 
and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
was passed with overwhelm-
ing, bipartisan support and 
signed into law by President 
Trump on March 27. This 
law put the HUD and FHFA 
mortgage relief into statute 
and relaxed requirements to 
prove hardship when request-
ing forbearance. 

Later, FHFA clarified that 
homeowners who have sus-
pended payments on Fannie/
Freddie-backed mortgages 
will not be required to make 
lump sum payments when 
their forbearance ends.

Calabria in late April re-
leased a policy directive to 
“combat ongoing confusion 
over whether struggling bor-

rowers would be hit with a massive 
payment once the national 
emergency ends. No lump 
sum is required at the end of 
a borrower’s forbearance plan 
for GSE-backed mortgages.”

Additionally, FHFA guidance 
directed mortgage servicers to 
work with borrowers to set up 
repayment plans or modify the 
loan to add the missed pay-
ments to the end of the loan.

ACTION REPLACES LOAN  
MODIFICATION
In mid-May, FHFA directed 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to 
allow borrowers whose payments have 
been suspended because of the corona-
virus to pay what they owe at the end of 
the mortgage or when they refinance or 
sell the loan. Previously, homeowners 
in forbearance were given the option of 
modifying their loans. 

Mortgage servicers had until 
July 1 to calibrate their systems 
to offer the new option, which 
saves borrowers the time and 
difficulty of going through the 
loan modification process.

FHFA asserts the new for-
bearance repayment solution 
“simplifies options for home-
owners while providing an 
additional tool for mortgage 
servicers. Borrowers who can 
pay their mortgage should, 
because missed payments re-
main an obligation that will 
ultimately have to be repaid.”

Mortgages that use the de-
ferral option will remain in se-
curities backed by Fannie and 
Freddie.

FHFA, CFPB  
JOINTLY HELP  

HOMEOWNERS
Finally, to help homeowners navi-

gate the forbearance process, in early 
May FHFA partnered with the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) on the Borrower Protection 
Program to provide consumers with 
accurate and timely information about 
forbearance, and to address complaints.

While these initiatives represent an 
ambitious federal response to 
the pandemic, on Capitol Hill 
the two parties still did not find 
common ground very easily.  

An example of those parti-
san differences was on display 
in a May 27 letter by eight 
members of the Senate Bank-
ing Committee intended to 
exert pressure on FHFA and 
CFPB to do more with the 
Borrower Protection Program. 
The Senators, all Democrats, 
asked regulators to increase 
their support for homeowners 
by addressing lender actions 
that may not adequately pro-

tect borrowers. 
“Once information is shared, the 

CFPB and FHFA must also have plans 
to use their respective tools and author-
ities to immediately address trends that 
indicate borrowers are receiving inac-
curate information or unequal treat-
ment, or that servicers are not comply-
ing with the law,” stated Sen. Sherrod 
Brown of Ohio, the ranking Democrat 
on the Senate Banking Committee, 
who led the effort.

Expect additional congressional 
scrutiny, and additional administra-
tion responses, as the mortgage mar-
ket continues to adjust to this “new 
normal.”  

Mortgages 
that use the 

deferral option 
will remain 
in securities 
backed by 
Fannie and 

Freddie.

“

“

www.totalspectrumsga.com
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LIbOR:  
How Can  
We Miss You  
If You Don’t  
Go Away?

kris kully

COMPLIANCE

  

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is 
getting a jump on a sizable shift in the financial world: the 
discontinuance of the LIBOR index.

The specific date on which the LIBOR will become unavailable 
is unknown; while it is generally expected to expire in 2022, the 
entities that regulate and administer the index have not made any 
guarantees about its continued publication or representativeness 
going forward.

In light of LIBOR’s impending but 
unpredictable demise, the CFPB pro-
poses to amend its regulations under 
the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) to 
clarify how lenders may go ahead and 
replace the index (and the margin) on 
their existing LIBOR-based mortgage 
loans and home equity lines of credit 
(HELOCs). (The proposal also ad-
dresses replacement of LIBOR in cred-
it card accounts.)

HELOCs AND CHANGES  
IN TERMS
TILA and its Regulation Z prohibit a 
creditor from changing a HELOC’s 
terms except in limited circumstances. 
For instance, a creditor may change a 
HELOC’s index and margin if the in-
dex is no longer available, the replace-
ment index has a historical movement 
substantially similar to the original, 
and the replacement index and margin 

would have resulted in an annual per-
centage rate (APR) substantially similar 
to the rate in effect at the time the origi-
nal index became unavailable.

However, it is unclear when LIBOR 
will be “no longer available,” or how a 
lender can choose a substantially simi-
lar index or margin without that knowl-
edge. To address that uncertainty, the 
proposed rule would pick a date that 
lenders may use for that determination.

Specifically, under the proposed rule 
a creditor would be able to replace the 
LIBOR index and change the margin on 
or after March 15, 2021, so long as:

    The historical fluctuations in the LI-
BOR index and the replacement in-
dex were substantially similar.

   The replacement index value in effect 
on December 31, 2020 and replace-
ment margin will produce an APR 
substantially similar to the rate cal-
culated using the LIBOR index value 
in effect on December 31, 2020, and 

LIBOR
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“

Under the 
proposed rule a 

creditor would be 
able to replace 
the LIBOR index 
and change the 

margin on or 
after March 15, 
2021 [if certain 
conditions are 

met].

“
the margin that applied to 
the rate immediately prior 
to the replacement.
In addition, to reduce un-

certainty in selecting a similar 
replacement index, the CFPB 
is proposing to name two sets 
of indices with historical fluc-
tuations similar to LIBOR:

   The prime rate published 
in the Wall Street Journal 
(Prime).

    Certain spread-adjusted  
 indices  based on the Secur

  Overnight Financing Rate 
(SOFR) recommended by 
the Alternative Reference 
Rates Committee (ARRC). 

If the creditor otherwise 
seeks to use a newly estab-
lished index without a history, the 
regulatory commentary would con-
tinue to allow the creditor to do so if 
the index and margin produce a sub-
stantially similar rate.

The proposed rule does not provide 
guidance on the uncertainty of what 
constitutes a “substantially similar” 
APR, other than one that is exactly the 
same. Accordingly, it is unclear how 
much leeway a creditor would have in 
choosing the replacement margin.

Of course, Regulation Z is not the 
only consideration for creditors ready 
to swap out LIBOR. They also must 
abide by the terms of the loan con-
tracts themselves.  

Some LIBOR contracts may 
require the creditor to wait 
until the index becomes un-
available, and arguably pro-
hibit replacement in advance. 
Accordingly, while the CFPB’s 
proposed revisions would al-
low replacement of LIBOR 
on or after March 15, 2021 
(so long as the other require-
ments are met), the creditor 
may still be constrained by the 
contract from doing so. 

For those creditors, the 
CFPB’s proposal would allow 
replacement at the time that 
LIBOR becomes unavailable, 
with an index and margin 

that produces a substantially 
similar APR either as of that 
date of unavailability, or it 
may use December 31, 2020 
as the date for comparison.

DISCLOSURE OF 
CHANGE IN INDEX/
MARGIN
In order to replace a LI-
BOR index in a HELOC, 
Regulation Z requires the 
creditor to provide a change-
in-terms notice at least 15 
days in advance (unless the 
borrower has agreed to the 
change). The creditor also 
must provide advance notice 
of a change in the margin, if 
that margin is increasing.

To the contrary, currently a creditor 
would not need to provide the notice 
if the margin is decreasing. However, 
the CFPB is proposing to require the 
creditor, on and after October 1, 2021, 
to provide a change-in-terms notice re-
garding the replacement of LIBOR and 
the new margin, whether the margin is 
increasing or decreasing.

The proposal also encourages, but 
would not require, creditors to include 
that information in change-in-terms 
notices provided earlier than October 
1, 2021, so that consumers understand 
how the variable rates on their plans 
will be determined when LIBOR is re-
placed.

The requirement for a 15-
day advance notice of change 
in terms highlights the dif-
ficulty of waiting until the 
LIBOR index becomes un-
available.

Allowing replacement 
of LIBOR in advance of its 
unavailability (if permitted 
by contract) allows HELOC 
creditors to avoid being left 
without an index to use be-
fore the replacement index 
and margin become effec-
tive. That buffer also would 
allow creditors to send 
change-in-terms notices on 
a rolling basis if desired.

NEW TRANSACTION UNLESS 
‘COMPARABLE’ INDEX
The transition away from LIBOR also 
may affect closed-end mortgage loans. 
Regulation Z provides that certain 
changes to such a loan constitute a new 
transaction, requiring an ability-to-
repay determination (or assurance that 
the loan is a qualified mortgage) and a 
new set of disclosures.

Currently, if the 
creditor changes 
the index of a vari-
able-rate closed-
end loan to an 
index that is not 
a “comparable in-
dex,” that change 
may constitute a 
new transaction, 
triggering those re-
quirements. 

To provide a bit 
of a safe harbor, 
for this purpose 
the CFPB is pro-
posing to identify 
the recommended 
SOFR-based indi-
ces as examples of 
a “comparable index” to certain LIBOR 
indices. If the creditor replaces the LI-
BOR index with the recommended 
SOFR index, the creditor will not need 
to make a new ability-to-repay deter-
mination or provide a set of new dis-
closures.

The CFPB is requesting comment 
on all these proposals, including 
whether there are any other replace-
ment indices that it should identify as 
“comparable.”

Kris Kully is a law partner in Mayer 
Brown’s Washington, D.C. office. She 
concentrates her practice on federal and 
state regulatory compliance matters 
affecting providers of consumer financial 
products and services. Kully is a former 
lawyer for the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, where she 
provided legal counsel on the mission 
oversight of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
the interpretation of the RESPA and the 
implementation of housing assistance and 
community development programs.

“

The requirement 
for a 15-day 

advance notice 
of change in 

terms highlights 
the difficulty 
of waiting 

until the LIBOR 
index becomes 

unavailable.

“

“

Regulation Z 
is not the only 

consideration for 
creditors ready 

to swap out 
LIBOR. They also 
must abide by 

the terms of the 
loan contracts 
themselves.

“
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RISK MANAGEMENT

The Risk 
of People 
Helping 
People
Pandemic Brings 
Increased Potential for 
Elevated Credit Risk

By Jerry Hubbard
FHN Financial Capital Assets

Never before has “People Helping People,” the embodi-
ment of the credit union industry, been tested like it has 
in 2020. 

The shelter-in-place mandates implemented across the coun-
try to contain COVID-19 have affected all facets of work and life. 
Historically high unemployment has many credit union mem-
bers struggling to meet their financial obligations, including their 
mortgage payments. 

Credit unions have met the challenge by granting payment re-
lief to tens of thousands of members. Payment relief helps mem-
bers in need during these trying times, but it also poses new chal-
lenges for credit unions to manage. 

A marked increase in members needing payment relief implies the 
potential for elevated credit risk that didn’t exist before March 2020.

How does the number of loans you 
have under payment relief compare to 
other credit unions and banks? How 
much credit exposure are you, the 
credit union industry, facing? What is 
the potential impact on earnings? How 
many more requests for payment relief 
will you receive? Will there be a second 
wave? What questions will you get from 
auditors and regulators? This article at-
tempts to shed light on these and other 
questions being asked by management 
teams across the country.

FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. 
(Capital Assets) has been conducting a 
nationwide study to assess the potential 
risk associated with millions of pay-
ment relief plans that were implement-
ed starting in March. 

Capital Assets has conducted doz-
ens of Forbearance Risk Assess-

$

?

$
$



ments (FRAs) on mortgage portfolios 
throughout the country. The FRA re-

sults are the primary source for 
this article, which focuses on 
forbearance and payment de-

ferrals beginning March 2, 2020. 
    By tracking the date each loan 

went into payment relief and compar-
ing the characteristics of those loans to 
the remaining portfolio, clues emerge 
as to why certain borrowers request 
payment relief and others do not. Using 
the results of the analysis, we can esti-
mate the potential impact on credit risk 
and earnings.

WHAT IS PAYMENT RELIEF?
Payment relief is an agreement whereby 
the owner of a loan grants permission 
for the borrower to defer (skip) sched-
uled payments. The key elements of the 
agreement are how many payments the 
borrower can defer and how those de-
ferred payments are repaid. 

Forbearance in this article 
refers to deferred payments 
on loans sold to Fannie Mae 
or Freddie Mac. Forbearance 
agreements are a form of a loan 
that require full repayment at 
the end of the deferral period. 
Payment deferral is a form of a 
loan modification and typically 
refers to loans held in portfolio. 

There are many types of de-
ferral plans, but the common 
theme is that the deferred 
payments are not expected to 
be repaid in a lump sum. The 
deferrals are typically added 
to the loan balance (capitaliza-
tion) and repaid over the term 
of the loan. The FRA study as-
sesses both loans in payment 
deferral and forbearance.

FORBEARANCE STUDY
Data Source and Scope: The results 
shared in this article are based on a 
compilation database comprised of 
161,655 residential mortgages having 
an average balance of $203,946. Partici-
pants in the study provided a loan level 
database, a current list of loans under a 
deferral plan and the date the loans en-
tered the plan. 

Credit unions Can Join study

Any credit union that wishes to partici-
pate is welcome to join the FHN Financial 
Capital Assets Corp. nationwide study to 
assess the potential risk associated with 
millions of payment relief plans that were 
implemented starting in March. 

There is no cost, and individual data  
is never shared. However, we require  
that your data be merged with the  
total database. As more credit unions 
participate, the database becomes  
larger and more diverse, with better  
results to share with everyone. Info:  
www.fhnfinancial.com/contact 

Several credit unions have gained insight 
from the study results or taken advantage 
of FHN Financial’s services. Here is what 
some of them have said:

“Technology Credit Union strives to get 
as much perspective on all matters that 
affect our membership and the credit 
union,” said Richard Hanz, CFO at the Tech-
nology CU. “We were concerned about the 
long-term impact that payment deferral 
requests might have on our mortgage 
portfolio, so participating in the study was 
useful in confirming our assumptions as 
to the depth and severity of risks associ-
ated with COVID-19. Having data to help 
support any adjustments to loss reserves 
or other metrics will be key to maintaining 
our financial strength as the year unfolds.”

“Through our collaboration with FHN and 
their comprehensive approach, we were 
able quantify and predict the potential 
credit risk associated with recent loan for-
bearance activity,” said Howard D. Brady, 
SVP & CLO at American Eagle Financial 
Credit Union. “This work is an important 
component of our strategy to effectively 
anticipate and manage future loan losses 
due to COVID-19.”

“Our primary focus was to provide 
immediate mortgage payment relief to 
our members affected by COVID-19,” 
said Charles Goss, EVP & CLO for Security 
Service Federal Credit Union. “A 90-day 
forbearance is the industry standard in 
providing payment assistance during a 
disaster; however, the CARES Act allows 
homeowners to extend a forbearance up 
to 12 months. Those provisions, combined 
with the spread of the pandemic, created 
an uncertainty of the financial impact 
to our credit union. As a result, we are 
leveraging origination and servicing data 
analytics, such as the forbearance risk 
analysis provided by FHN, to assist us in 
forecasting and planning for any potential 
long-term impact.”

This pool of $35 billion in mortgages 
is a carefully selected subset of a larger 
database to avoid over-concentration 
in any one geographic area and prevent 
a few very large-size mortgage portfo-
lios from skewing the results. 

The loans are located in 49 states and 
had an average seasoning of 39 months. 
The borrower demographics are cur-
rent as of June 30, 2020.

Methodology: The FRA process is 
essentially a sophisticated method of 
comparing and contrasting shelter-
in-place payment deferral loans to the 
remaining loans. Similarities and dif-
ferences in key metrics such as age, 
product type, liquidity, credit score, 
and Loan-To-Value (LTV) reveal clues 
as to why certain borrowers seek pay-
ment relief and others do not.

The credit and liquidity character-
istics of the loans in forbearance are 
important components to estimating 
probability of default and loss severity 

(or loss given default).
Additionally, a sample 

subset from 14,000 imaged 
loan files has been reviewed 
to gather borrower demo-
graphics not typically avail-
able on a loan-servicing 
database. Valuable insights 
have been gained by evalu-
ating information such as 
borrower age, W2 vs. self-
employed, first-time home-
buyer and the borrower’s 
employment industry.

PAYMENT DEFERRAL 
RATES
Payment relief for a member 
in need is not new to credit 
unions. For many years, credit 
unions have helped members 
face life events that can cause 
a member in good standing to 
have temporary financial dif-

ficulties. However, no one was prepared 
for the massive surge in payment relief 
requests that resulted from financial 
hardships due to COVID-19.

The first instances of payment de-
ferrals began in early March when the 
COVID-19 outbreak spread and shel-
ter-in-place orders occurred. 

“Payment relief 
for a member in 
need is not new 
to credit unions. 

... However, 
no one was 

prepared for the 
massive surge 
in payment 

relief requests 
that resulted 
from financial 

hardships due to 
COVID-19.

“
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Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, working in concert with the FHFA, quickly devel-
oped a forbearance program for loans sold to the GSEs. At the same time, credit 
unions were receiving calls from increasing numbers of members concerned about 
their ability to make mortgage payments, and quickly upgraded existing payment 
deferral plans to accommodate what was clearly occurring on a much larger scale.

The chart below reflects the national average of portfolio loans in payment deferral 
and sold loans in forbearance by loan count as of June 12, with balances as of April 30.

Every participant in the study has experienced a higher instance of payment de-
ferrals on portfolio loans than forbearances on sold loans. Forbearances typically 
average about 80% of payment deferrals. The number of sold loans in forbearance is 
significantly lower than what Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have experienced.

COMPARE AND CONTRAST
By early May, we began to see recurring patterns, particularly related to loan quality. 
In 100% of cases, the average balance of deferrals and forbearances is higher than 
the remaining loans, and loans entering a payment relief plan were of slightly lower 
credit quality when compared to the remaining loans. 

For example, in the deferral loans, the LTV is slightly higher, credit score lower, Debt-
To-Income ratio (DTI) slightly higher, and the historical payment history is not quite 
as good. In most instances, these differences are marginal but nevertheless consistent.

Another consistent pattern is that the characteristics of loans in payment relief—
such as age, loan type, loan purpose (purchase vs. refi) and property type—pretty 
much mirror the remaining portfolio, indicating they have no bearing on a member 
seeking payment relief.

BORROWER DEMOGRAPHICS
Capital Assets collected borrower data 
on a sample subset from 14,000 imaged 
loan files to examine information not 
typically on a loan-servicing database. 

In particular, we reviewed borrower 
age, W2 vs. self-employed, first-time 
homebuyer and the industry in which 
the borrower worked. What we found 
was not what we initially expected. 
Borrower age appears to have little to 
do with a member requesting relief. 
W2 borrowers were 82% and first-time 
homebuyers 24%. 

The table below illustrates study find-
ings for borrower employment indus-
try. Our initial expectation was that the 
travel/leisure sector would be one of the 
top three industries, but health care was 
number one overall, and was in the top 
three categories for every individual case.

FORBEARANCE PERCENTAGE OF LOANS ANALYZED  
BY LOAN COUNT VS. BY CURRENT BALANCE 

COMPOSITION OVERVIEW

BORROWER EMPLOYMENT  
INDUSTRY GROUPSource : FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis - 2020 Study Data

4.76%

6.82%

3.75% 3.97%
4.58%

6.46%

Owned Cnt Owned bal Sold Cnt Sold bal Total Cnt Total bal

CREDIT LAYERING
Capital Assets subjected the loan data to 
a Credit Risk Layering Analysis (CRLA), 
which is a qualitative method of assessing 
credit from a layered risk standpoint. 

Loans with historical delinquency, 
high LTV, high DTI and NOO are as-
signed a high-risk weighting. The aver-

Other 
32%

Healthcare 
13%

business 
Services  

10%

Financial 
Services  

7%

Government 
3%

Oil &  
Gas 
6%

Auto 
Dealers 

5%

Education 
5%

Construction/
Engineering 

5% 

Manufacturing 
5%

Administrative 
3%

Restaurant 
3%

Retail 
3%

Product %Of  Curr     Orig.  Curr         Avg.in     %below  Curr  $510,400 $1.5M 
Type  Total  Avg.  Avg.  80%+  Mos.  3Years  Average  Orig  Curr

NON-FORB 94% 66% 74% 21% 39 56% 216,628 37% 4% 
FORB 6% 69% 76% 22% 40 54% 317,019 55% 8%
 

Loan-To-Value* Seasoning
balance

% Over % Over

Source : FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis - 2020 Study Data

Product    
 Type  0 30+ 0/0 2ND NOO Score 620 780 Score Purch Refi-  Out   Coded

NON-FORB 97% 3% 93% 3% 4% 90% 1% 40% 760 51% 25% 25% 13%
FORB 90% 10% 93% 3% 3% 92% 3% 24% 739 54% 18% 27% 18% 
 

Curr/ 
Hist 
DQ

Occupancy Credit Score*

% W\ %< %Over   Avg
Refi 
Cash

 Other\ 
 Not
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age number of high risks are calculated 
and converted to a score. A mortgage 
portfolio with a CRLA score of about 
0.50% or lower is considered A-grade 
prime. Deferred payments are not con-
sidered a high risk in the analysis because 
the borrower was given permission. As 
such, we are effectively measuring credit 
layering pre-shelter-in-place. 

The following chart compares the 
CRLA score of deferral loans to the re-
maining loans. The loans in payment 

relief had a slighter higher CRLA score 
compared to the remaining loans be-
fore the shelter-in-pace stressor.

LIQUIDITY GRADING
Another method of assessing qual-
ity is to segment the loans by liquid-
ity. Credit unions do an excellent job in 
documenting their mortgages. As such, 
the vast majority of loans made to hold in 
portfolio are investment grade, meaning 
they are highly liquid and price efficient. 

Capital Assets subjected the data 
to a Waterfall Liquidity Analysis that 
segments the loans into six liquidity 
grades, A through F. Grades A, B and 
C are investment grade. These loans are 
the most liquid and have a mark-to-
market value that is equal to, or higher 
than, their economic value.

The chart below illustrates the liquid-
ity grade of the owned portfolio loans 
and sold loans, comparing those in 
payment relief to the others.

CREDIT RISK LAYERING ANALYSIS

LIQUIDITY GRADING AND LOSSES

NON-FORB FORB
OWNED SOLD

NON-FORB FORB
TOTAL

CRLA Score : 0.52 0.69 0.30 0.65 0.50
Percent of Loans Without Layering : 88.23% 83.48% 96.59% 79.28% 88.91%

Number of Loans 127,448 6,365 26,701 1,041 161,555
Total balance ($) 28,663,933,048 2,096,895,275 4,242,865,630 175,583,929 35,179,277,882
Percent of 1-4 Portfolio balance 81% 6% 12% 0% 100%

Percent of Each Pool With A Given High Risk     
% Currently Delinquent 1% 6% 0% 17% 1% 
% With Credit Score below 620 1% 3% 0% 2% 1%
% With Excess Amortized LTV (1) 11% 9% 0% 2% 9%
% With Excess Updated LTV (1) 7% 7% 0% 1% 7%
% Non-Owner Occupied 4% 3% 0% 6% 3%
% With Alternative Product Risk 1% 1% 0% 0% 1%
% With Rate Increase Over 2.00% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
% With balance Over $1,500,000 5% 11% 0% 0% 5%
% With Seasoning Under 12 Months 26% 23% 0% 26% 22%
% Non-Performing (bkrpt, Forc, Non-Acc.) 1% 7% 0% 17% 1%
% With DTI Ratio Over 50% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Pool Description     
Current Delinquency Rate 1% 6% 0% 17% 1%
Weighted Avg. Score 759 739 0 735 666
Weighted Avg. Amortized LTV 67% 69% 0% 66% 59%
Weighted Avg. Updated LTV 61% 63% 0% 58% 54%
Average balance 225,170 329,442 0 168,669 203,946
Weighted Avg. Coupon 3.74% 3.77% 0.00% 4.09% 3.30%
Weighted Avg. Seasoning 38 40 0 43 33
Weighted Avg. DTI Ratio 34% 36% 0% 35% 30%
      
 Source : FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis - 2020 Study Data

OWNED SOLD

Liquidity Grade balance
A  11,629,492,024  41%  561,533,848  27% 2,112,349,112  50%  57,741,920  33% 41%
b  11,823,292,972  41%  995,046,166  47% 1,834,152,586  43%  70,883,327  40% 42%
C  4,802,670,097  17%  364,028,435  17% 244,103,955  6%  15,618,636  9% 15%
D  54,945,735  0%  4,137,296  0% 1,922,173  0%  86,764  0% 0%
E  269,844,008  1%  121,685,687  6% 35,852,174  1%  28,239,788  16% 1%
F  83,688,211  0%  50,463,842  2% 14,485,631  0%  3,013,495  2% 0%

Total  28,663,933,048  100%  2,096,895,275  100% 4,242,865,630  100%  175,583,929  100% 100%

Non-Forbearance
balance balance

ForbearanceForbearanceNon-Forbearance
% of Total % of Total% of Total% of Total

Source : FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis - 2020 Study Data

balance % of TOTAL
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Staying relevant in today’s mortgage environment means providing solutions long 
before the need is even anticipated. It’s seeing trends and changes and adapting 
to not only compete, but to soar past the competition. Business Intelligence (BI) 
tools and technology resources are a must, and we’ve got the best to share.

Technology Solutions 
for Today’s Credit Union.

Your home forsolutions

CU Members Mortgage is a division of Colonial Savings, F.A. NMLS 401285

cumembers.com    |   800.607.3474

Contact us today and to learn more. CU Members Mortgage, your home for better technology.

Applying Made Easy
At CU Members Mortgage, we know how important it is to provide your members flexibility when 
applying for a home loan. With our Online Application, your members can apply for a home loan in 
as little as 15 minutes – from any device, anytime and anywhere.

BI Tools for Today’s Credit Union
Our commitment to a better mortgage experience doesn’t stop with your member. CU Members 
also provides state-of-the-art Business Intelligence (BI) tools to set your credit union apart from 
the competition. BI tools allow you to take a comprehensive look at your pipeline to analyze 
trends, prioritize goals, view historical data and more so you can get the most out of your 
mortgage program.

Keith Kasmire 

Vice President of Sales
800-607-3474 ext. 3312 

keith.kasmire@homeloancu.com

www.cumembers.com
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Once again, we see that loans in pay-
ment deferral had a slightly lower li-
quidity grade before shelter-in-place.

POTENTIAL FOR LOSSES 
Capital Assets has decades of experience 
conducting loan analysis, but we’ve never 
had to conduct a predictive analysis be-
cause of a pandemic. In projecting po-
tential credit losses, we are using what we 
believe to be conservative assumptions. 

Over the next three months, infor-
mation will become available as to 
how many members return to normal 
amortization or request an extension 

in payment relief. Also, as the study 
progresses and more institutions par-
ticipate, we will have an even larger and 
more diverse dataset. Both of these fac-
tors will also allow us to tighten up as-
sumptions accordingly.

The following chart illustrates one 
possible outcome. For the purpose of 
the study, we are estimating losses by 
liquidity grade. The default assumption 
is the percentage that we assume will 
eventually become a foreclosure. 

In a normal world, the default as-
sumption for the investment grade 
loans would typically be much lower. 

The default rate is the loss on default-
ed loans and increases as the liquidity 
grade goes down. For estimated losses, 
we calculate indexed LTVs using the 
Case-Shiller™ (CS) Index and apply 
any additional discount on foreclosure 
using data from RealtyTrac®.

Based on these assumptions, 9.04% 
of the $2 billion of loans in our Owned 
sample will go into foreclosure. Fur-
ther, that 9.04% would have -11.87% 
losses. Spread that loss assumption 
over the entire population of pay-
ment deferrals, and lifetime losses are 
a modest -1.74%.

Note: The servicer has no direct credit risk on sold loans; however, we evaluate forbearance data whenever possible for two 
reasons. First, if a member has entered into forbearance, that implies they could be struggling with other obligations such as 
their auto, HELOC or consumer loan. Secondly, the data clearly indicates credit unions are experiencing far fewer forbearances 
than Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. This data can be leveraged by your lending personnel when dealing with the GSEs.

PAYMENT DEFERRAL TRENDS:  
THE SILVER LINING
Using the effective date of forbearance 
or deferral, we prepared the trend chart 
below. That data shows that payment 
relief peaked in April, then began to de-
cline through the end of June. 

Except for regions of the country 
with extended shelter-in-place, we an-
ticipate the number of new requests 
will be fewer and fewer. As new re-
quests decline, the next inflection point 
will be the end of the deferral period. 

Will the deferral loan return to nor-

mal amortization or will the member 
request an extension? What we hope 
for is a favorable deferral decay rate 
indicating fewer deferral requests and 
a high instance of payment recovery. 
Only time will tell, but for now, the 
trends are positive.

LIQUIDITY GRADING AND LOSSES

A B C D E F TOTAL

OWNED
Current balance 561,533,848 995,046,166 364,028,435 4,137,296 121,685,687 50,463,842 2,096,895,275 

Default Assumption 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 15.00% 35.00% 100.00% 9.04% 

Owned Fb Loss Severity -7.43% -11.99% -17.75% -54.28% -11.70% -13.24% -11.87% 

Owned FB Lifetime Net Losses -0.78% -0.91% -2.26% -15.73% -7.59% -9.60% -1.74%

SOLD 

Current balance 57,741,920 70,883,327 15,618,636 86,764 28,239,788 3,013,495 175,583,929 

Default Assumption 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 15.00% 35.00% 100.00% 11.46% 

Sold Fb Loss Severity -5.80% -22.30% -14.02% -85.31% -11.07% -11.77% -14.19% 

Sold FB Lifetime Net Losses -0.76% -2.25% -1.57% -28.23% -7.75% -7.68% -2.69%

TOTAL 

Current balance 619,275,768 1,065,929,493 379,647,072 4,224,059 149,925,474 53,477,337 2,272,479,204 

Default Assumption 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 15.00% 35.00% 100.00% 9.23% 

Total Fb Loss Severity -7.28% -12.67% -17.60% -54.92% -11.58% -13.16% -12.04% 

Total FB Lifetime Net Losses -0.77% -1.00% -2.24% -15.98% -7.62% -9.49% -1.81%

Source : FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis - 2020 Study Data
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COULD THERE BE A  
SECOND WAVE?
The uncertainty about how long re-
quests for relief will occur and con-
cerns over a resurgence of additional 
payment relief requests is on the mind 
of most risk managers. One of the key 
reasons the credit exposure is manage-
able is that we currently do not have an 
oversupply of housing, as was the case 
during the credit crisis 12 years ago. If 
foreclosures were to spike, that could 
increase loss severity in the event of a 
default. 

For the moment at least, credit ex-
posure in the majority of cases is very 
manageable. But one thing 2020 has 
taught us is that anything can happen. 
A reoccurrence of COVID-19 in the 
fall could trigger more shelter-in-place 
mandates around the country. 

There is also tremendous concern 
about the growing number of Com-
mercial Real Estate (CRE) loans in for-
bearance. Defaults in that sector could 
have a trickle-down effect on mortgage 
and consumer loans. Will this happen? 
No one really knows. Could this hap-
pen? This is 2020; anything can happen.

SUMMARY
At this time, the data points to most 
credit unions, and the industry as a 

whole, having very manageable risk due 
to payment deferrals. This first wave of 
payment deferral requests looks to be 
winding down, but there is plenty of 
uncertainty associated with how these 
loans will perform once their deferral 
periods end. 

Best practices would be to remain 
vigilant. Monitor new deferral requests 
and extensions of existing payment de-
ferrals closely. Document your findings. 
Doing so will not only give you the best 
understanding of your exposure, but 
will also help when dealing with audi-
tors and the regulators.

FORBEARANCE RUN RATE

Source: FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. Forbearance Risk Analysis – 2020 Study Data
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Reliable information.
Steady guidance.

 The impact of COVID-19 on homeowners has left mortgage lenders and servicers facing 
an unfamiliar landscape. Amid all the uncertainty, you can always turn to Fannie Mae for 
reliable information and steady guidance for your customers facing hardship. 

Visit  
fanniemae.com/heretohelp.

When your customers need it most.
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Making Technology  
a Part of the  
Mortgage Mission
By Bob Sadowski
myCUmortgage

Take a moment and stop what you’re doing. Close your 
eyes and think about how much the world has changed 
in a matter of just a few months. On a personal level, you 

could be imagining outings with family and friends, going to  
restaurants, taking in a movie at the local theater, 
or riding a roller coaster at a nearby amuse-
ment park.

Now, think about your credit union. Don’t 
you miss the smiling faces of members 
whom you’ve come to know so well? How 
about the opportunities you had to sit 
down with members who needed help 
that only YOUR credit union could 
provide? And what about the members 
seeking to fulfill their dreams of home 
ownership … and you walking them 
through the process, from application 
to close?

What you’re missing here is the core, 
face-to-face credit union way of doing 
business.

That’s what makes us special—credit 
unions are built on the foundation of 
people helping people, often in person. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has made 
it challenging for all of us to emulate 
what credit unions are all about. 

But, as so often happens in times of 
difficulty, we’re seeing credit unions 
large and small facing this challenge 
head-on and overcoming it. How are 
these successful credit unions accom-
plishing this? With a little help from 
our friend, Technology.

 
FOCUSING ON DIGITAL  
MORTGAGES 
“A perfect example of why technology 
is important to mortgage operations 
and members is COVID-19,” said Di-
ane Rodriguez, CEO of Dynamic Fed-
eral Credit Union in Celina, Ohio. “We 
have limited staffing, and when the 
pandemic hit, we could not handle the 
rising [mortgage loan] volume with-
out the convenience of technology.”

The knowledgeable and experienced 

Educate

Technology

Serve

Inspire

Growth
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mortgage group at Dynamic FCU in-
cludes two mortgage loan officers—An-
nette Samaniego and Jayme Moorman—
and Rodriguez, who assists during peak 
volume times and to cover vacations. 

About two years ago, the credit union 
added a mortgage loan processor. This 
proved to be an outstanding addition to 
the lending team, as it freed up time for 
the mortgage loan officers who, like so 
many of us, wear many different hats, 
including assisting members with the 
mortgage process and approving other 
closed-end loans and open-end lines of 
credit.

“Our mission is to ‘Serve, Inspire 
and Educate’ our members,” said Ro-
driguez. “Our niche has always been 
the personal service we provide to our 
membership—our members trust and 
rely on the mortgage team’s knowledge 
to guide them to financial success.”

To accomplish their mission during this 
unprecedented pandemic, Rodriguez and 
her team quickly recognized the use of 
technology as a potential solution. They 
not only saw its potential, they also em-
braced technology more than ever before. 
And now they are thriving because of it.

TECHNOLOGY  
BRINGS GROWTH
Dynamic FCU is no stranger 
to seeing and reaping the ben-
efits of technology within their 
mortgage operations. The 
credit union has grown over 
the past 16 years from a $9 mil-
lion credit union to one hold-
ing assets of more than $51 
million. The growth has come 
with the help of the CU’s long-
time partner, myCUmortgage, 
a CUSO that provides origina-
tions, processing, underwrit-
ing, servicing, secondary mar-
ket access and a full suite of 
conventional and government 
products.

This growth has lent itself 
to the expansion of mortgage 
technology tools, including:

   Income and employment  
validation.

  Website branding.
  Digital document uploading.
  Third-party service integration.
   Loan dashboards for statuses, loan 
data and conditions. 

“To accomplish 
their mission 
during this 

unprecedented 
pandemic, 

[Dynamic FCU 
CEO Diane] 

Rodriguez and 
her team quickly 

recognized 
the use of 
technology 

as a potential 
solution.

“

Members who apply for loans 
are also provided the conve-
nience of e-consent for disclo-
sures and electronic signatures. 
Plus, Dynamic FCU keeps Re-
altors and members updated 
throughout the approval pro-
cess with automated emails.

Through their myCUmort-
gage partnership, Dynamic 
FCU offered a new point-of-
sale solution this year that 
enabled members to apply for 
a mortgage on their digital de-
vice of choice.

“Our members are increas-
ingly going online to make 
their first contact, and we had 
to be present,” Rodriguez said. 
“We can’t physically be in the 
office 24/7 to meet everyone’s 
busy schedules, particularly 
during pandemic times, so 

these tools are invaluable to our ability 
to help our members.”

Technology for this small credit 
union proved to be an equalizer, help-
ing it compete successfully for its mem-
bers’ business. 

Educate

Technology
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TECHNOLOGY HELPS  
MEET MEMBER NEEDS
At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Dynamic FCU was already shorthanded, 
working with just one loan officer and one 
mortgage processor. This was certainly 
not the ideal situation to be in, given that 
home loan rates were at all-time lows. As 
other local financial institutions stopped 
offering fixed-rate mortgages during the 
pandemic, the credit union experienced 
a sudden influx of applications for pur-
chase and refinance loans.

The timing couldn’t have been better 
to put Dynamic FCU’s new point-of-
sale tool to the test. 

“I recall one Friday evening having 
four mortgage inquiries, and I simply 
sent each of them an invite to complete 
a mortgage application through the 
new system,” said Rodriguez. “By Sat-
urday, two had applied and uploaded 
the necessary documents; and by Mon-
day, the other two had done the same. 
They stated that the process was SIM-
PLE, and they loved being able to be at 
home and simply ‘snap’ a picture of the 
documents needed and upload them.”

From January to May of this year, Dy-
namic FCU closed 48 mortgage loans. 

Bob Sadowski is the 
Marketing Specialist for 
myCUmortgage, where 
he’s held that position 
for five years. Prior to 
myCUmortgage, he 
held similar positions 
at ACCO Brands, 
LexisNexis and the Dayton Area 
Board of Realtors. Sadowski holds an 
Accreditation in Public Relations (APR) 
through the Public Relations Society 
of America. To learn more, visit www.
myCUmortgage.com

Bob Sadowksi

“Technology for 
this small credit 
union proved to 
be an equalizer, 

helping it 
compete 

successfully for 
its members’ 

business.

“

That is up from 32 in 2019 and 
24 in 2018. Looking at these 
steep increases, the mortgage 
team attributes much of the 
growth to the benefits that 
their technology tools provide 
members, both directly and 
indirectly, including:

   The convenience of applying 
at home over a weekend and 
simply “clicking” a picture 
of the documents needed. 

  Improved loan processes.
   Tools that are simple, secure 
and easy to use, saving time 
for members (and credit 
union staff).

  The ability to handle a significant influx 
of business without increasing staff size, 
as was realized when Realtors starting 
sending applicants their way for fixed-
rate mortgages.
The technology made available by Dy-

namic FCU through its partnership with 
myCUmortgage has leveled the playing 
field—sometimes in ways that are unex-
pected.

Rodriguez noted that members who 
have jobs that require them to travel or 
be “on the road” have indicated that they 
love the digital experience as well. For ex-
ample, there was one member scheduled 
to return to the police academy where, 
due to the pandemic, he would be on 
“lockdown for several weeks.” This was 
just days before he received the “all clear” 
to close on his home loan. This became 
a non-issue because through digital out-
lets, the credit union was able to set his 
father up with a Power of Attorney and 
complete the closing.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL  
JOURNEY CONTINUES
While the COVID-19 pandemic may 
have forced members and the credit 
union to look at technology as a neces-
sity rather than a nice-to-have, Dynam-
ic FCU says it will continue to invest in 
technology. By not doing so, Rodriguez 
says the credit union would miss out on 
a lot of the business that’s out there. She 
said that Dynamic FCU will continue to 
rely on its partner to make this happen.

“Through their understanding of cred-
it unions and their members, myCU-

mortgage offers great technology 
solutions and delivers exception-
al member experiences,” Ro-
driquez said. “We would never 
have been able to offer mortgage 
services and the digital conve-
nience to our members without 
them.” 

Additionally, Dynamic FCU 
is excited to promote their 
digital experience during their 
Realtor continuing education 
classes. Offered twice a year at 
the credit union, these classes 
provide a unique and conve-
nient opportunity for Realtor 
engagement, as many of the 

community banks in the area do not 
offer anything similar.

Although Dynamic FCU and its mort-
gage team firmly trust technology to help 
their business, they also realize that a per-
sonal touch is still important when get-
ting members into homes.

“Members still want to be able to 
talk to someone who is knowledge-
able about mortgages when they have 
questions and concerns,” Rodriguez said. 
“Many feel overwhelmed by the various 
terms and the amount of paperwork. We 
make sure to be personally available to 
help them via phone or, if they still pre-
fer to come to the office, we follow strict 
[pandemic] guidelines to help ensure the 
safety of our team and the member.

“While all generations of members 
appear to be more active online, the hu-
man element remains crucial through-
out the process.”

And to that, we say, “Mission: Ac-
complished!”

Mission
Accomplished

www.myCUmortgage.com


www.optimalblue.com
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Modern Valuation Waterfalls 
Help to Overcome Industry 
Challenges
By Tony Bruschi
Radian 

The valuation challenge has been 
present for more than a decade, along 
with a national shortage of appraisers 
that shows no indication of rebound-
ing. The industry is reporting a 20% 
decline in licensed, certified residential 
and certified general appraisers over 
the last decade. This shortage of quali-
fied appraisers has led to delays, espe-
cially in rural and underserved areas 
and significantly impacts lenders by 
extending rate locks, impeding credit 
availability and delaying closings for 
many borrowers.

THE PRESSURES OF A PANDEMIC
And now, enter the coronavirus (CO-
VID-19) pandemic. Since March of 
this year, COVID-19 stay-at-home 
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Ongoing changes in the real estate industry 
coupled with the unprecedented impacts 
of COVID-19 have brought wider 

acceptance of alternative valuation methods that 
make it possible to render an accurate assessment 
of a property without an appraiser ever setting foot 
inside. 

More importantly, using these tools sequentially 
can provide credit unions extra assurance that risk is 
being properly managed at an affordable cost. As the 
pandemic recedes, using remote valuation tools in a 
waterfall series could become the industry standard.
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orders have prevented many 
appraisers from performing 
interior home inspections. 
And, the pressures on the 
mortgage process threatened 
to halt transactions across the 
country.

In response, the government 
sponsored enterprises (GSEs) 
released modified appraisal 
guidelines allowing exterior-
only or desktop appraisals 
through June 30, 2020. These 
temporary appraisal flexibili-
ties—while necessary—inher-
ently heighten the collateral 
risk for lenders because the 
appraiser must make a judg-
ment without first-hand au-
thentication of the property 

Fannie Mae acknowledged 
this in Lender Letter LL-2020-04, “rec-
ognizing that the appraiser may have to 
rely on information from an interested 
third party to the transaction.”

A key to mitigating this increased 
risk can be found in solutions that al-
ready exist. For years, innovators in the 
industry have harnessed data and tech-
nology to build tools and alternative 
valuation products that lenders have 
used for HELOCs, appraisal reviews 
and a variety of other cases. 

Several companies have obtained ac-
cess to Multiple List-
ing Service (MLS) 
data from one or 
more MLSs and have 
used that data to de-
velop a range of mod-
ern valuation prod-
ucts and approaches 
that are now finding 
more acceptance as 
the industry seeks al-
ternatives to the tradi-
tional appraisal.

ALTERNATIVES 
TO TRADITIONAL 
APPRAISALS
An excellent exam-
ple of this involves 
the interactive valu-
ation platforms that 
allow users to inter-

act with current real estate 
data, giving them a remote 
view of the condition of the 
property and surrounding 
comparables. 

These platforms give the 
user access to photos, maps 
and other data simultane-
ously, leveraging thousands 
of data points to identify pat-
terns that can be measured 
and translated. These interac-
tive resources provide access 
to valuable real property data 
which could be used to help 
appraisers perform exterior 
and/or desktop appraisals in 
the age of COVID-19. 

These platforms are being 
used in a variety of contexts 
and could be used for ap-

praisal quality control or to provide a 
secondary value to lenders. Best of all, 
technology and automation make this 
product a quick and affordable valua-
tion option.

Automated Valuation Models 
(AVMs) also use real estate data and 
technology to generate an estimated 
property value. AVMs apply sophisti-
cated statistical modeling to a database 
of historical property values and sales 
information. The best AVMs provide 
a confidence score that show the esti-
mated accuracy of the value. 

AVMs have a wide range of use cases, 
from pre-qualifying borrowers to bulk 
portfolio valuation analysis. Again, 
technology and automation make 
AVMs fast and low-cost.

A more robust approach is the hy-
brid appraisal, also sometimes called a 
bifurcated appraisal or evaluation, which 
is a combination of a traditional appraisal 
and a desktop appraisal. The full appraisal 
report is completed by a licensed or cer-
tified appraiser, but an inspection is 
done by another party, such as a real 
estate agent or property inspector. 

Thanks to the recent appraisal 
threshold increase by the National 
Credit Union Administration (NCUA) 
Board, hybrid appraisals can be used in 
place of a full traditional appraisal for 
residential real estate transactions be-
low $400,000.

USING A WATERFALL SEQUENCE
Each of these valuation approaches 
has a place in a modern credit union’s 
valuation strategy that is customized 
to suit their organization’s unique risk 
tolerances. By applying them in a wa-
terfall sequence, sometimes called a 
cascade, credit unions can assess col-
lateral risk—even on properties that are 
difficult to access—through the most 
appropriate and cost-efficient solution.

For example, if a property is inacces-
sible because of COVID-19 lockdown 
orders, an appraiser could request pho-
tos from the Realtor or homeowner 
and use an interactive valuation plat-
form with access to aggregated MLS 
data to verify that the photos provided 
match current photos of the property. 
The lender could then pull an AVM to 
verify the quality of the data. 

If there’s a more than 10% variance 
between the desktop appraisal and 
AVM result, the waterfall logic may re-
quire a hybrid appraisal as a secondary 
valuation. Through this sequence, the 
lender has satisfaction in the accuracy 
of the property value, all without a full 
appraisal.

The NCUA’s decision to raise the 
appraisal threshold not only provides 
long-term regulatory relief to credit 
unions, it signals a shift in the industry 
toward more modern risk-based solu-
tions. 

As we grapple with the challenges of 
COVID-19, data and technology can 
help us mitigate risk in the appraisal 
process, and provide a path forward 
that is more tailored to the unique risk 
tolerances of credit unions.

Tony Bruschi is the 
Vice President and 
Enterprise National 
Account Manager for 
Radian, which provides 
private mortgage 
insurance and related 
risk management 
products and services 
among those solutions. He has also 
managed Radian’s secondary marketing 
team, inside sales support, Wall Street 
sales, and various segment strategies, 
including credit union sales.

Tony Bruschi

“

“Innovators in the 
industry have 

harnessed data 
and technology 
to build tools 

and alternative 
valuation 

products that 
lenders have 

used for HELOCs, 
appraisal reviews 
and a variety of 

other cases.

“

“In a hybrid 
appraisal, the full 
appraisal report 

is completed 
by a licensed 
or certified 

appraiser, but 
an inspection is 

done by another 
party, such as a 

real estate agent 
or property 
inspector.
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By Bob Brandt 
Optimal Blue

“

“
The complexity 
of the lock desk 
stems from the 
fact that every 

change to a loan 
has the potential 
to impact loan 

product eligibility 
and pricing.

Discover New Competitive  
Advantages Through  
Advanced  
Secondary  
Marketing  

In an era where competitive differentiation and a compelling 
member experience matter more than ever before, an automat-
ed and well-functioning secondary marketing operation is criti-

cal to the success of any highly effective credit union organization.
Today’s leading secondary marketing solutions are broad in reach 

and deep in functionality, managing many core functions in mort-
gage lending such as decisive product eligibility and sophisticated 
pricing strategies, propelling the rate lock process and fully auto-
mating otherwise manual processes for the hedging, committing, 
trading, and delivery of mortgage loans.

Especially when fully automated, 
these core functions greatly influence 
the efficiencies and outcomes at each 
stage in the mortgage process. Due to 
dramatic advances in secondary mar-
keting automation and the increasingly 
more granular functionalities they of-
fer, lenders are quickly adopting these 
platforms and see them as a successful 
conduit to enable meaningful competi-
tive advantages.

This article explores three recent 
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concepts that can deliver significant 
and impactful results to today’s credit 
union space: a “lights-out” lock desk, 
true best execution and actionable data 
and analytics.

REALIZE DRAMATIC WORKFLOW 
EFFICIENCIES WITH A ‘LIGHTS-
OUT’ LOCK DESK
Lock desks must manage a myriad of 
processes with great precision, often in 
a high-volume environment. For that 

reason, the lock desk is both a mission-
critical and often labor-intensive part 
of any mortgage operation. These attri-
butes also make it an ideal function to 
benefit substantially from automation.

The complexity of the lock desk stems 
from the fact that every change to a loan 
has the potential to impact loan product 
eligibility and pricing, and it is the lock 
desk’s responsibility to assess the impact 
of such changes. 

Managing this process 
can become unwieldy 
when changes must be 
processed manually, be-
cause key loan terms can 
change multiple times 
and investor policies 
vary. Should an influx of 
change requests occur, a 
lock desk that lacks au-
tomation can become a 
bottleneck in the lend-
ing process, exposing 
the credit union to risk 
and reducing the level of 
service provided to the 
member.

API



At Dovenmuehle, we understand the importance of your members and provide the servicing 
solutions you need to build trusted relationships with them. Our commitment to innovation and 
technology means we provide leading member experiences and our thoughtful approach to 
customer service delivers the hands-on care and support that you expect.

Subservicing with Dovenmuehle enables your credit union to:

• Enhance your members' experience with advanced web, mobile, virtual, and video
servicing channels.

• Improve operational efficiencies with proprietary tools to better manage your mortgage
portfolio.

• Operate with peace of mind knowing our compliance experts and process quality controls
are protecting you.

For more information, please contact Michael Wilkinson, Vice President, at 847-550-7696 
or at michael.wilkinson@dmicorp.com.

www.dmicorp.com
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To address these issues, 
the most comprehensive 
secondary marketing solu-
tions deliver a myriad of ca-
pabilities that enable users to 
automate most aspects of the 
lock desk. This can include 
functionality to automatically 
accept changes that do not 
affect product eligibility or 
pricing, or systematically rec-
ognize when change requests 
have no impact on rate, price, 
lock period, or product, and 
then automatically process the 
modification—eliminating 
the need for manual review. 

Ideally, this capability is also support-
ed via Application Programing Interface 
(API), either directly or through a third-
party vendor. Credit unions that enable 
this automation note significant time 
savings and streamlined workflows, as 
well as the ability to allocate the valuable 
time and resources saved toward other 
strategies, creating additional efficiencies 
across the credit union.

INCREASE PROFITABILITY  
AND GAIN ON SALE WITH  
‘TRUE BEST EXECUTION’
In many ways, the lack of seamless sys-
tem integration has hindered the mort-
gage industry in the past. Systems tradi-
tionally used by credit unions have not 
always integrated well, leaving the user 
in the unnatural position of relying on 
inefficient workarounds or processes. 

Leading industry technology trail-
blazers have made significant invest-
ments to break down these silos with 
robust libraries of secondary marketing 
APIs. The results have been dramatic, 
providing access to real-time pricing, 
lock functionality and much more.

In addition to elaborate integrations 
with leading third-party mortgage 
technology vendors, the most com-
prehensive technology solutions also 
deliver unprecedented, real-time inte-
grations across their own product of-
ferings. By leveraging a fully connect-
ed, end-to-end secondary marketing 
platform, credit unions can experience 
significant competitive benefits, includ-
ing a powerful new concept called “true 

best execution.”
What is true best execu-

tion and how is it achieved? 
Once a loan is locked, the 
loan pipeline is seamlessly 
synced into a favorable hedge 
position. When necessary to 
advance the feed of loans that 
are ready-to-sell, the loans 
are exposed to investors that 
the lender is contracted with, 
while also offering a secure 
invitation to non-contracted 
investors to join in the bid 
process. 

By including all opportuni-
ties, the user can act on the 

execution that will maximize gain on 
sale, including best efforts. Trade con-
firmations and commitments are also 
part of this process, which further serve 
to keep all transactions in one system.

GAIN NEW INSIGHTS AND  
ADVANTAGES WITH ACTIONABLE 
DATA AND ANALYTICS
Until recently, credit unions have had 
few solutions available to adequately 
assess internal operations or the suc-
cess of secondary marketing strategies 
like market pricing, product offerings, 
markets served, or concessions offered. 
New insights and greater transparency 
help leading credit unions make more 
effective and strategic decisions.

It is advised to employ a mortgage 
technology vendor that is uniquely 
positioned to provide hyper-represen-
tative data and analytics that are based 
around the actual rate-lock event. 

Here are just three examples of action-
able data-and-analytics solutions avail-
able in the credit union space today:

  ENTERPRISE ANALYTICS
  Through an interactive analysis of 

volume, locks and change requests, 
credit unions can gain complete 
managerial and operational visibil-
ity into their daily business. Action-
able data enables them to evaluate 
trends, monitor activity, and strat-
egize more effectively.

   COMPETITIVE ANALYTICS
  Interactive benchmarking analyses 

can allow the user to truly understand 

where they stand in every market. 
Further, they can leverage this sort of 
sophisticated industry benchmark-
ing to illustrate market performance, 
as well as enable the comparison of 
margins and the effectiveness of or-
ganizational strategies.

 MARKET ANALYTICS 
   An interactive analysis of industry 
performance and trends informs 
decision-making and provides the 
earliest and most comprehensive 
profile of the primary mortgage 
market for investment, operations, 
and marketing professionals.

To conclude, credit unions that  
deploy advanced secondary marketing 
automation can capture a host of ben-
efits, including lower costs, more effi-
cient workflows and enhanced member 
service. 

Today’s leading mortgage technology 
providers recognize the importance 
of continuous innovation and remain 
heavily committed to creating unri-
valed functionality through deep auto-
mation and granular functionality.

About the company
Optimal Blue’s Marketplace Platform 
connects the industry’s largest network 
of originators, investors and providers. 
More than $750 billion of transactions 
are processed across the platform each 
year, facilitating a broad set of secondary 
market interactions like pricing, locking, 
hedging, and trading of mortgage loans. 
For more information, visit  
www.optimalblue.com.

Bob Brandt is the Vice 
President of Marketing 
& Strategic Alliances 
at Optimal Blue. He 
has more than 20 years 
of experience leading 
successful, high-
performing sales and 
marketing teams in the financial services 
industry. Prior to Optimal Blue, Brandt 
managed the sales and marketing efforts 
at Mortgagebot, a leading technology 
service provider in the mortgage industry. 
He can be contacted at bbrandt@
optimalblue.com

Bob Brandt
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“

“By leveraging a 
fully connected, 

end-to-end 
secondary 

marketing platform, 
credit unions 

can experience 
significant 

competitive 
benefits.

www.optimalblue.com


ENHANCE YOUR MEMBER BORROWING EXPERIENCE  

and digital strategy with our innovative, streamlined solutions for refinance 

and home equity originations. Our products and services are tailored to 

help credit unions accelerate mortgage decisioning, offer digital closing 

options and optimize servicing portfolios.

  Streamlined Refi Programs  
 (Conventional, FHA, VA)

  QuickEQ® — Instant Home  
 Equity Solutions*

  24x7 National Signing Services

  Digital Closing Solutions

  eRecording Services

  Loss Mitigation Services

  REO Asset Management

  Default Title & Close

... and of course,

  Centralized National  
 Title & Settlement

07/2020 | Old Republic | Some products and services listed herein are non-insurance products. Non-insurance products and services are provided by Old Republic Title Residential 
Information Services, Old Republic Servicing Solutions and Old Republic Diversified Services, Inc. Title insurance products are provided by our underwriters, Old Republic National 
Title Insurance Company and American Guaranty Title Insurance Company. *Master Residential Equity Loan Policy (MRELP) is issued by American Guaranty Title Insurance Company in 
available states (limitations apply); in states where the MRELP is not available, a non-insured Final Property Report is provided by Old Republic Diversified Services, Inc. (limitations apply).

For MORE information visit:
oldrepublictitle.com/lenders/centralized

Blane Bauch 

SVP, Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

C: 713.725.5636 | E: bbauch@oldrepublictitle.com 
PROUD
AFFILIATE
MEMBER

www.oldrepublictitle.com/lenders/centralized


RON

By Shane Hartzler
Fannie Mae

Remote Work 
Accelerates 
eClosing 
Adoption
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The implementation of digital technologies has become a top 
priority as more businesses adapt to remote work. In the 
housing industry, this digital transition is fueling interest in 

eClosings.
eClosings provide borrowers with the option to execute clos-

ing documents from the comfort of their homes. This allows them 
to move forward with home loan transactions, such as refinancing 
their mortgage or purchasing a house, while following social dis-
tancing rules.

Credit unions are in a prime posi-
tion to reap the benefits of these digi-
tal mortgage solutions. Their focus on 
member service is reinforced through 
the enhanced borrower experience of-
fered through eClosings. 

Meanwhile, their regional focus al-
lows for better insights regarding unique 
laws and regulations associated with 
electronic notarization and the record-
ing of electronic documents in their area.

Credit unions can leverage eClosings 

to maintain loan production activities 
and improve the data quality, cycle time 
and costs of the mortgage loan process 
within a secure digital environment.

eCLOSINGS BENEFIT  
BORROWERS AND BUSINESS
The demand for cost-cutting digital in-
vestments and the new social distanc-
ing measures further the need for credit 
unions to accelerate eClosing adoption.

Many borrowers prefer to reduce pa-
perwork, according to a 2018 Fannie 
Mae National Housing Survey®. Recent 
homebuyers responded to questions 
regarding aspects of the mortgage pro-
cess that would benefit from digitiza-
tion. The survey showed that 66% of 
homebuyers want a fully digital mort-
gage process.



Shane Hartzler is 
Fannie Mae’s Director 
for eMortgage Strategy 
and Operations. 
He leads strategy 
execution in the design, 
development and 
improvement of digital 
closing and delivery solutions as part of 
Fannie Mae’s broader digital mortgage 
transformation efforts. Hartzler and the 
eMortgage team partner with customers 
and industry stakeholders to evaluate 
market needs and identify opportunities 
that will drive adoption and support 
delivery of digital mortgages.

Shane Hartzler

“

“Credit unions 
can leverage 
eClosings to 

maintain loan 
production 

activities and 
improve the 
data quality, 

cycle time and 
costs of the 

mortgage loan 
process within 
a secure digital 
environment.
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eClosings have 
recently exploded 
in volume and have 
taken on various 
types and formats 
to support different 
signing situations or 
technologies. 

For example, a 
full eClosing occurs 
when all the signa-
tures on the closing 
documents, includ-
ing the promissory 
note, take place in 
an electronic set-
ting. A hybrid 
eClosing is a com-
bination of a digi-
tal and traditional 
closing in which 
some documents 
will have a “wet” or 
inked signature.

eClosings present credit unions with 
several advantages:

 Shortening the closing process.
 Improving data quality.
  Limiting requirements for things like 
paper, shipping, and storage, which 
can ultimately reduce costs.
eClosings can also provide additional 

controls that can help eliminate errors, 
such as missing documents and signa-
tures. Protective digital features help 
to mitigate risks, such as two-factor 
authentication and electronic vaults 
(eVaults) that store, encrypt and facili-
tate the electronic transmis-
sion of documents.

The environment also 
enables automated quality 
checks, which support data 
integrity and data quality.

Credit unions can even ex-
perience faster certification of 
eNotes at the time of delivery. 
Most eNotes delivered to Fan-
nie Mae undergo automated 
certification, which system-
atically matches information 
from the eNote to loan deliv-
ery data, rather than requir-
ing a custodian to certify the 
note. 

Because eNotes can be quickly trans-
ferred between eVaults, delivery times 
are significantly reduced, which means 
lenders can potentially receive funds 
faster while minimizing the potential 
for lost notes.

REMOTE ONLINE NOTARIZATION
Remote online notarization (RON) is 
a specific closing process in which the 
notarization takes place electronically, 
which eliminates the need to travel or 
to meet face-to-face with a notary. 

RON can occur over the Internet 
from the borrower’s home through the 
use of live two-way audiovisual tech-
nology. The process also provides addi-
tional security features to combat fraud 
by using technology to authenticate the 
borrower and secure signed documents 
with an electronic seal.

RON transactions require both the 
borrower and the notary to access a 
RON platform, often through user log-
in authentication, where they can up-
load the closing documents. The docu-
ments include borrower disclosures, 
the note and the security instrument. 

Once the notary verifies the borrow-
er’s identity, the borrower and notary 
both sign either all or some of the doc-
uments electronically, and the notary 
affixes an electronic notarial seal. 

During a full eClosing, the borrower 
electronically signs all closing docu-
ments. In a hybrid eClosing, however, the 
borrower may “wet” sign some of the pa-
per documents (including the promisso-
ry note), which will subsequently be sent 

to the closing agent via mail.
More U.S. states are pass-

ing laws authorizing RON, 
and so far, nearly half allow 
the practice.

HOW CREDIT UNIONS 
CAN GET STARTED
As credit unions begin using 
eClosings, a final consider-
ation is to put in place capa-
bilities to generate, sign and 
store the eNote in an eVault. 
Loan certifications, quality 
checks, and the sale of eNotes 
to investors can all occur elec-
tronically, which helps credit 

More Information

  An electronic closing (or eClosing) 
can simplify the mortgage loan 
process by allowing some or all 
of the closing documents to be 
signed electronically. 

  An eClosing produces an 
eMortgage if the borrower 
signs the promissory note 
electronically. The use of the term 
“eNote” (electronic note) is often 
interchangeable with the term 
“eMortgage.”

  For more information on eClosings, 
visit www.fanniemae.com/
deliveremortgage/explore/index.
html on Fannie Mae’s website.

eClosings 
can provide 
additional 

controls that 
can help 

eliminate errors, 
such as missing 
documents and 

signatures.

“

“

unions cut down on loan quality issues 
associated with paper notes. 

Taking this step to ensure eNote 
capabilities are in place will not only 
make it easier to conduct business now, 
but also incorporate additional tech-
nologies moving forward. As more 
borrowers—and title and settlement 
companies—look for solutions that 
minimize face-to-face interactions and 
offer greater convenience, digital tech-
nologies will become increasingly im-
portant to everyday business. 

For more information on getting 
started, visit fanniemae.com/deliver-
emortgage

www.fanniemae.com/deliveremortgage/explore/index.html
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Choosing Your 
Fintech Mortgage 
Partner Wisely

By Patti Katzban and Liza Warner
CrossCheck Compliance 

Vendor Management: Best Practices  
in a World of Numerous Options

Better. Faster. More cost-effective. Have  
you ever heard those words before?

At the rapid pace that technol-
ogy has moved us, it’s more important 
than ever to consider improving your  
digital mortgage process. Even if you  
have a digital strategy and an imple-
mentation plan and timetable, most 
likely the current pandemic has  
accelerated it. 

Consumers and businesses, by 
necessity, are forced to embrace  
technology in this time of social 
distancing and stay-at-home  
requirements. Boards and man-
agement have seen that they have 
to adapt more rapidly. The culture 
change is apparent and there is no  
going back to business as usual.  
We must move faster.



gence, our primary focus 
here is on mortgage process 
experience, credit union 
knowledge and regulatory 
compliance expertise re-
quired. As credit unions 
explore their options, what 
are some of the key consid-
erations to balance creating 
a better member experience 
and ensuring that regulato-
ry expectations are met?

    Credit Union  
and Mortgage  
Experience and  
Expertise

Ideally, your fintech partner 
will have demonstrated a 
deep understanding of the 
mortgage lending process 
and the associated regula-
tory requirements, includ-
ing consumer protection. 

Clearly the functionality 
of the technology is an im-
portant consideration and 
that is often the first part 
of the evaluation process. 
However, as you execute 
your due diligence process, 
you will want to look care-
fully at the experience of 
the fintech company’s man-
agement team. 

They should have a deep 
understanding of the mort-
gage lending process, the 
credit union environment, 
and how their particular 
technology impacts the en-
tire borrower experience. 
You will want to speak with 

their existing clients about the integra-
tion process, adaptability, responsive-
ness and security.

In addition, if you are planning to re-
tain your existing loan origination sys-
tem (LOS), you must consider whether 
the fintech company has experience 
working with your LOS. How easily 
can changes be made on both sides to 
accommodate your business or new 
regulations? Are strong change man-
agement processes in place to confirm 
systems updates or changes are prop-

Credit unions are continu-
ing to employ digital technol-
ogy in many aspects of their 
operations to better serve 
their members. For the mort-
gage lending process, there are 
many different technologies 
and third-party partners that 
come into play to optimize the 
overall mortgage experience. 
These include lead generation, 
application submission, loan 
processing, underwriting, 
electronic signatures, closing 
and servicing.

There are many risks to 
consider and decisions to be 
made. If there were ever a time 
to have a robust vendor man-
agement process in place, this 
is it. A rigorous vetting pro-
cess will help ensure that your 
financial technology (fintech) 
partner will deliver what is 
promised and expected.

VETTING A THIRD-PARTY  
PARTNER
The third-party relationship 
guidance from the NCUA has 
been around for some time, 
and the fundamental princi-
ples remain the same (SL No. 
07-01/October 2007 – Evalu-
ating Third Party Relation-
ships). That guidance tells us 
that “When considering third-
party relationships, proper 
due diligence includes de-
veloping a demonstrated un-
derstanding of a third party’s 
organization, business model, 
financial health and program 
risks. In order to tailor controls to miti-
gate risks posed by a third party, credit 
unions must have an understanding of a 
prospective third party’s responsibilities 
and all of the processes involved when 
adding programs.”

What are the best practices for evalu-
ating your potential mortgage fintech 
partners? And, what are the issues that 
you, as the entity ultimately responsible 
for the third-party relationship, need to 
consider?

Of all the various aspects of due dili-
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“Ideally, your 
fintech partner 

will have 
demonstrated 

a deep 
understanding 

of the mortgage 
lending 

process and 
the associated 

regulatory 
requirements, 

including 
consumer 
protection.

“

1



Patti Katzban is a 
director at CrossCheck 
Compliance LLC 
and a senior business 
development and 
consulting professional 
with extensive 
experience managing 
client relationships 
and consulting with financial service 
providers. Her clients include credit 
unions, banks, mortgage companies 
and fintechs. She can be reached at 
pkatzban@crosscheckcompliance.com.

Liza Warner, CPA, 
CFSA, CRMA, is a 
managing director 
at CrossCheck 
Compliance LLC and 
an internal audit, 
compliance and risk 
management executive 
with more than 30 
years of experience in the financial 
and professional services industries. 
Previously, Warner was the chief 
compliance and operational risk 
officer for a mid-size regional bank. 
She can be reached at lwarner@
crosscheckcompliance.com.

Patti Katzban

erly implemented? Are 
service level agreements 
being met? 

All technology compa-
nies should have a defined 
process for receiving, ana-
lyzing and processing reg-
ulatory updates impacting 
the software; be sure your 
contract is clear on who is 
responsible and the ser-
vice level response time.

A cybersecurity breach 
is one of the largest risks 
a lender faces in today’s 
technology environment. 
The chief information offi-
cer should be comfortable 
that customer informa-
tion is safeguarded, and 
that controls are in place 
to prevent and detect a 
breach. 

Determine who will 
be hosting the applica-
tion and the data that is 
collected. Do they fully 
understand state pri-
vacy requirements and 
the Graham Leach Bliley 
Act? Is adequate cyber-
security insurance cover-
age in place at the fintech 
company and how does it 
interrelate with the credit 
union’s coverage?

   Regulatory  
Compliance Knowledge

The culture of compliance in the fin-
tech industry is shifting. Fintechs are 
realizing that to grow and form part-
nerships, regulatory compliance is a 
non-negotiable requirement of their 
partners and they must get through 
the credit union’s vendor management 
process. Having a compliance culture 
and all the correct pieces in place is es-
sential.

Depending on what part of the pro-
cess the fintech company is fulfilling, 
they should have reviewed their prod-
uct for compliance with all relevant 
consumer financial protection laws and 
regulations including fair lending and 
Unfair, Deceptive or Abusive Acts and 

providing easy to understand and will 
it save time and cost to you and your 
members? Does it solve a problem or a 
perceived problem and enhance your 
ability to gain a new base of member-
ship? 

This is a very competitive environ-
ment, and consumers have become 
more technologically savvy because 
of the challenges COVID-19 has pre-
sented. While in the past, the hurdles 
may have been more about whether the 
right technology was available, or could 
be integrated effectively, that is not as 
much the case today.

The technology is here, and many 
competitors are demonstrating they 
can make it work. Are you ready to 
embrace, pivot, and jump on the digital 
bandwagon? If so, when done with the 
right level of due diligence, you can be 
better, faster and more effective and as 
a result, more successful. 

Liza Warner
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Practices (UDAAP). 
A robust third-party due 

diligence process is impera-
tive. Make sure compliance 
requirements are addressed 
and controls are implement-
ed to monitor performance 
to those requirements. After 
all, the fintech company’s 
compliance errors are essen-
tially your errors in the eyes 
of consumers, secondary 
market investors and regula-
tors.

  Cultural Compatibility
No matter how attractive 

the technology, ultimately 
you want to ensure that there 
is a good cultural fit between 
you and your fintech partner.

Compatible means “a state 
in which two things are able 
to exist or occur together 
without problems or con-
flict.” Working with a fintech 
partner is a two-way process 
that involves established  
visions, goals and shared  
values. 

Research for that should 
include due diligence on the 
fintech’s management team, 
board of directors and advi-
sory teams. Does your cur-
rent culture consist of trying 
new things or trying not to 
do new things? Are you seen 

as conservative or an early adopter? 
Your strategic plan should tell you 

what your reputation and risk toler-
ance should be. Spend time together 
to ensure that you trust them, they 
know what’s important to you and 
they have a solid reputation in the 
financial and mortgage industries. 
Fintech companies can be a valued 
partner and collaborator to bring the 
credit union and its members into a 
promising future.

   Expectations and Effects on 
Membership

Partnering with a fintech company 
can provide an enhanced member 
experience. Is the solution you are 

“

No matter how 
attractive the 
technology, 

ultimately you 
want to ensure 
that there is a 
good cultural 

fit between you 
and your fintech 

partner.

“
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Get ahead. 
Wherever you are.

Meeting the demands of your borrowers just got easier. 

Whether you’re looking to improve your service levels or 

crank up your digital capabilities, Origence has the people, 

solutions, and partnering mindset to help you thrive in a 

changing business climate. Combined with the industry's 

most future-forward end-to-end mortgage platform, you 

can take your lending as far as you want it to go.

INDIRECT | CONSUMER | MORTGAGE origence.com

www.origence.com


Pandemic Accelerates Transformation  
to Digital World

By Tim M. Anderson
Pavaso 

Creating eMortgage 
Acceptance and Adoption
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CREDIT UNION

CREDIT UNION

It took a pandemic  
only a few months to  
accomplish what an  

industry has been evolving  
toward for more than 20 years.

The Uniform Electronic Transactions  
Act (UETA) and the Electronic Signatures  
in Global and National Commerce Act  
(ESIGN) became law more than 20 years  
ago, but adoption of “e” has been a  
painfully slow, methodical process  
in the mortgage industry. Then the  
COVID-19 virus arrived, and in  
two months businesses involved in  
mortgage lending were forced by necessity  
to increase acceptance and adoption of  
remote processes.



Tim M. Anderson is the 
Senior Vice President of 
eStrategy and Business 
Development at Pavaso, 
Inc., which has created a 
powerful digital closing 
platform that uses the 
Web’s collaboration and 
social features, integrations, analytics 
and enterprise scalability to bring 
everyone in the closing process together 
on the same page.

Tim M. Anderson

Because COVID-19 hit in one of the 
hottest refi markets ever, putting shel-
ter-at-home mandates in place, more 
than 25 states passed emergency bills to 
support Remote Online Notary (RON) 
and Remote Ink Notary (RIN) to con-
tinue to close loans securely and safely 
with as little human interac-
tion and contact as possible.
The experiment has shown 
that not only have people 
adapted, but productivity in-
creased. So, for many there is 
no going back to “business as 
usual.” Some of the key take-
aways and lessons learned:

  Delivering a unique cus-
tomer experience (ease & 
convenience) and com-
petitive market advan-
tage has always been an 
“e” benefit and advantage.

For credit unions that have 
always focused on offering 
superior member customer 
service and experience, RON provided 
another opportunity to deliver a new 
way of doing business that many had 
not previously supported.

In a highly competitive and com-
moditized mortgage market, what oth-
er things do credit unions have to com-
pete on? Because of their size, many 
CUs cannot compete on price against 
the national players, so making it easier 
for borrowers to do business with CUs, 
rather than having them use the anti-
quated processes of the big players, de-
livers a unique competitive differentia-
tor and market advantage. 

Also, if you want to sell into the sec-
ondary market, it is hard to create new 
loan products. That means delivering 
an easy, simpler process is another way 
to compete against the big players.

  Offering convenience even in times 
of coronavirus is smart.

Despite natural disasters or even 
global pandemics, providing an online 
system affords credit unions the op-
portunity to remain open and conduct 
business 24/7, supporting members as 
long as they have Internet access. 

And implementing Remote Online 

“An online system 
[for loans] affords 
credit unions the 
opportunity to 

remain open and 
conduct business 
24/7, supporting 
members as long 

as they have 
Internet access.

“
“Conducting 
business 

electronically 
finally provides 
a full electronic 
accounting and 
(date and time 

stamp) audit trail 
of evidence of 
who did what, 
when and why.

“

Notary allows them to be personally 
accessible anywhere and online any-
time to originate and close loans legally, 
conveniently and more securely.

   Technology levels the playing field 
to compete with the big players 

(and provides a strong de-
fensive strategy to prevent 
them from poaching your 
customers).

Another benefit of RON 
is that it allows CUs to ex-
pand business beyond their 
traditional local footprint 
and effectively compete for 
business statewide. 

Since RON allows lend-
ers to conduct business at a 
central location, all 
other participants 
can be invited in 
to conduct busi-
ness anywhere in 
the United States. 
Only the notary 

needs to be physically located 
in the state where the property 
is located. 

Now, because of these new 
rules, lenders do not need 
to incur the physical costs 
of building and maintaining 
branches in remote places in 
the state. This allows them to 
conduct business and close 
loans remotely anywhere in 
the state.

  Compliance, control and 
confidence are increased.

Especially for smaller players, conduct-
ing business electronically finally provides 
a full electronic accounting and (date and 
time stamp) audit trail of evidence of who 
did what, when and why. You simply do 
not have that type of control and account-
ing in the paper world. 

This electronic evidence provides irre-
futable proof to be able to show and prove 
at any time what was said and what was 
done. It provides an electronic account-
ing of the total transaction, protecting all 
parties in the closing process. 

Investors who purchase the loans love 
to have this kind of audit trail as it pro-
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tects them against any potential future is-
sues should anyone contest the loan.

  Chances improve for capturing 
and maintaining lifetime client re-
lationships.

Electronic records (all data, docu-
ments and video) are stored for live 
loan processing and can be easily ac-
cessed and retrieved to cross-sell and 
generate future business for refinances, 
modifications and home-equity loans.

In summary, change is difficult, espe-
cially if people are still making money 
on established paper processes that 
have been baked into the process and 
cost of doing business for years. How-
ever, consumer behaviors and expecta-
tions have changed, and lenders need 

to implement processes that 
deliver better consumer ex-
periences and service and 
reduce time, costs and risk.

One might have thought 
that processes would have 
changed during the 2007-
2008 mortgage meltdown. 
During that economic 
downturn, lawsuits ensued, 
and regulators and auditors 
went to servicers’ paper files 
to try and document what 
happened. What they found 
was that most of the critical 
documentation was missing 
(lost notes and affidavits) or 
just plain not properly dis-
closed.

This time around, with 
more digital processes in 

use, lenders have learned from their 
mistakes, and history will not repeat 
itself.

1

2

3

4
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MORTGAGE INSURANCE 

The MI Industry’s 
Transformation

By Arch Mortgage Insurance

Key Structural Changes  
Will Help Prevent a Repeat  
of the Financial Crisis

MI companies paid out more than 
$50 billion in claims over several years.1 

At the same time, many insured loans 
were discovered to have severe defects 
in the original underwriting or were 
otherwise subject to rescission.

Recalling how the housing collapse 

played out over a decade ago and watch-
ing job losses mount, credit unions 
are asking: Will this time be different? 

SWEEPING CHANGES  
FOR MI INDUSTRY
Mortgage insurance is an integral com-

ponent of the U.S. housing market. 
Over the past year, it helped more than 
1.4 million Americans purchase or refi-
nance a home, according to the public 
filings of the six major mortgage insur-
ers.

As vital as MI is to mortgage lending, 
the changes mortgage insurers have 
undergone over the past decade have 
largely escaped the spotlight. Since 
2008, the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) and the MI industry 
itself imposed transformative changes 
consisting of three main elements:

    Established significantly higher capi-
tal standards with the 2015 Private 
Mortgage Insurer Eligibility Re-
quirements (PMIERs).

    Required more rigorous and so-
phisticated underwriting, which is 
producing measurably higher loan 
quality.

A s COVID-19 spread throughout the U.S. in early 2020, the 
housing market felt the impact almost immediately. Not 
only were buyers staying home to comply with shelter-

in-place or lockdown orders, many current homeowners lost their 
jobs or were put on furlough.

In this altered environment, private mortgage insurance (MI) 
providers attracted special scrutiny. It’s well-known that the 
2008 housing crisis claimed three of seven mortgage insurance 
companies operating at the time as mortgage delinquencies, and 
lenders’ MI claims skyrocketed.



“New Private 
Mortgage 

Insurer Eligibility 
Requirement 
(PMIER) rules 
require MIs to 

hold significantly 
more capital 
relative to 

the amounts 
they insure to 
meet claim 

obligations in a 
downturn.

“

“
Since 2008, the 
Federal Housing 
Finance Agency 
(FHFA) and the 

MI industry 
itself imposed 
transformative 

changes.

“

appeared in the Asset Securi-
tization Report in April.2

The centerpiece of the arti-
cle was an analysis by invest-
ment bank Keefe, Bruyette & 
Woods (KBW) of how CO-
VID-19 could affect MI com-
panies.

The KBW report says, “This 
time is different than (the 
2008 housing crisis for MI 
companies) because of stron-
ger mortgage underwriting 
quality, more enhanced risk 
distribution methods and ro-
bust retained capital buffers.”

The year 2020 differs from 2008 in 
a number of other important ways. In 
contrast to the overbuilt market of a 
decade ago, there’s now a shortage of 
homes for sale. According to the Na-
tional Association of Realtors® (NAR), 
a lack of inventory was a key factor in 
home prices increasing during the first 
quarter of 2020 despite the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic, USA Today re-
ported on May 18.3

NAR Chief Economist Lawrence 
Yun said median single-family home 
prices in the first quarter were up year-
over-year in 96% of U.S. markets, ac-
cording to the May 18 report. “Supply is 
extremely limited, and there are simply 
not as many homes for sale to 
meet the demand among po-
tential buyers.”

NAR reported that all re-
gional median single-family 
sales prices rose in the first 
quarter when compared to 
2019: Northeast (9.7%), Mid-
west (7.5%), South (7.5%) and 
West (7.5%). Even with the 
recent increases, home prices 
nationwide are largely in line 
with fundamentals in contrast 
with the pre-crisis market 
when homes were overvalued 
by more than 30%, according 
to Arch MI research.

PRIVATE MORTGAGE 
INSURER ELIGIBILTY 
REQUIREMENTS
During the recessionary peri-
od after 2008, mortgage insur-

ers were regulated largely at the 
state level by the departments of 
insurance in the 50 states, Puerto 
Rico and the District of Colum-
bia. Typically, each jurisdiction 
imposes capital requirements 
for MI companies, but shrinking 
capital buffers during the hous-
ing crisis pushed some mortgage 
insurers out of compliance.

To prevent a repeat of the 
2008 crisis, the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency (FHFA) and the 
MI industry worked together 
with Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac (Government Sponsored 

Enterprises, or GSEs) over several years 
to enact new Private Mortgage Insurer 
Eligibility Requirement (PMIER) rules 
that require MIs to hold significantly 
more capital relative to the amounts 
they insure to meet claim obligations in 
a downturn.

PMIERs complement state regula-
tions and provide additional protections 
for lenders, the GSEs and secondary 
mortgage market investors. PMIER stan-
dards must be met for an MI company to 
be an approved insurer for the GSEs.

The debut of new MI companies in 
the post-crisis period was another sign 
of the MI industry’s growing strength. 
Backed by hundreds of millions of 

dollars in investor capital, 
two new industry entrants 
received approval to launch 
their operations in part be-
cause regulators recognized 
that a significantly strength-
ened and reformed MI indus-
try was essential to a healthy 
U.S. housing market.

REPORTING AND UNDER-
WRITING REQUIREMENTS
Today’s far stricter capital 
standards, which were tight-
ened in 2018 by the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency 
(FHFA) and the GSEs, include 
reporting requirements to en-
sure MI companies remain 
compliant.

MI companies must also 
adhere to a set of rules on 
managing and measuring 

    Introduced advanced 
reinsurance manage-
ment practices, including effective 
credit risk transfer (CRT) tools such 
as MI-linked notes (MILNs) that 
shift risk to investors.
“S ince the financial crisis, mortgage

insurers have embraced change in ways 
that strengthen the MI industry as a 
whole and provide added protection 
for our lender partners, “said Arch MI 
President and CEO Michael Schmeiser. 
“In addition to higher capital standards, 
it is difficult to overstate how drastically 
improved credit quality and underwrit-
ing quality are today.”

AMPLY CAPITALIZED
The collective impact of these changes 
was summed up in the headline “Bet-
ter Prepared: Mortgage Insurers Amply 
Capitalized to Weather Crisis,” which 
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counterparty risk, as well as providing 
continual updates to the GSEs on in-
sured loans and capital levels.

Additionally, PMIERs enacted qual-
ity control requirements on underwrit-
ing, eligibility guidelines, data accuracy 
and fraud prevention.

A set of PMIER provisions prevents 
MI companies from rescinding cover-
age when certain conditions are met. 
This includes loans on which borrowers 
have made the first 36 monthly payments. 
In some cases, rescission relief may 
be available to the lender after just 12 
months under master policies updated 
as a result of PMIERs.

UNDERWRITING
A 2017 Urban Insti-
tute report on the MI 
industry describes the 
breadth of changes re-
garding underwriting 
after 2008: “MI com-
panies … strength-
ened in-house under-
writing capabilities, 
performed up-front 
quality control [and 
reduced] reliance on 
delegated underwrit-
ing.” 4

One result is to-
day’s borrowers with 
MI have much higher 
FICO® scores. Fan-
nie’s Mae’s average 
FICO for loans for 
2019 vintage was 749 
vs. 709 in 2007.

MI borrowers tend to have higher 
credit scores than VA and FHA borrow-
ers, and MI borrowers have the lowest 
LTV and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios 
among the three types of borrowers.

Mortgage insurers have seen their 
share of insured loans rise from about 
15.8% of the market in 2009 to 36.3% 
this year. 5

ADVANCED REINSURANCE  
MANAGEMENT
Over the last several years, MI com-
panies have shifted from a strategy of 
simply holding credit risk to adopting 
sophisticated reinsurance management 

“
Today’s far stricter 
capital standards, 

which were 
tightened in 2018 
by the Federal 
Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) 
and the GSEs, 

include reporting 
requirements 
to ensure MI 
companies 

remain compliant.

“

Arch MI is a leading provider of 
mortgage insurance in the United 
States. Backed by a solid capital base, 
Arch MI offers expert risk management 
and financial services to help mortgage 
lenders protect their investments and 
expand their origination opportunities. 
The combination of a risk-focused 
underwriting platform and extensive 
loan performance data means Arch MI 
can offer solutions backed by superior 
analytics to support customer needs.

Footnotes
1  U.S. Mortgage Insurers Fact Sheet. Q1 2020. www.usmi.org/pmi-by-numbers/
2  Asset Securitization Report: “Better Prepared: Mortgage Insurers Amply Prepared to 

Weather Crisis,” April 3. asreport.americanbanker.com/news/better-prepared-mortgage-
insurers-viewed-as-amply-capitalized-toweather-an-expected-jump-in-loan-delinquencies

3   USA Today: Despite Coronavirus, Home Prices Increase in the First Quarter,” May 
18. www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/05/18/coronavirus-home-prices-first-
quarterincrease/111702900/

4  The Urban Institute: “Sixty Years of Private Mortgage Insurance in the U.S.,” Aug. 22, 2017.
5  U.S. Mortgage Insurers Fact Sheet. Q1 2020. www.usmi.org/pmi-by-numbers/
6  U.S. Mortgage Insurers. “Private Mortgage Insurers Transfer Nearly $34 Billion in Risk on 

Nearly $1.3 Trillion of Insurance-in-Force from 2015-2019.”
7  Reinsurance News: “Moody’s Increasingly Positive on Mortgage Insurers as Reinsurance 

Use Grows,” Dec. 2, 2019. www.reinsurancene.ws/moodys-increasingly-positive-on-
mortgage-insurers-as-reinsurance-usegrows/ 

“Over the last 
several years, 
MI companies 
have shifted 

from a strategy 
of simply 

holding credit 
risk to adopting 
sophisticated 
reinsurance 

management 
practices that 
strengthen MIs 

and their lender 
partners.

“
  Nearly 60% of borrowers using MI 
are first-time homebuyers.

  Mortgages and refinances secured 
by MI accounted for $418 billion in 
insurance coverage written during 
the 12 months prior to March 2020.

  MIs have nearly $1.3 trillion in 
insurance in force on 5.4 million 
mortgages as of March 31, 2020.

Sources: U.S. Mortgage Insurers and quarterly 
reports of six MI companies.

MI Facts

practices that strengthen MIs 
and their lender partners. Arch 
MI introduced the first Mort-
gage Insurance-Linked Note 
(MILN) in 2015 and the rest of 
the industry has embraced this 
form of credit risk manage-
ment over the past five years. 
With MILNs, mortgage insur-
ance risk is securitized and 
sold to investors in a way that’s 
similar to a mortgage-backed 
security structure.

MILN structures provide 
excess of loss protection to MI 
companies. In a typical MILN 
structure, MI companies retain 
expected losses and investors 
assume excess losses due to 
an economic stress event. The  
MI retains first loss on the 
MILN, which ensures it will 
maintain the highest level of 
underwriting.

As of May 2020, MI com-
panies transferred about $35 
billion in risk on nearly $1.3 
trillion of insurance in force 
from 2015 to now using rein-
surance and other Credit Risk 
Transfer (CRT) tools.6

In a December Reinsur-
ance News article titled 
“Moody’s Increasingly Posi-
tive on Mortgage Insurers 
as Reinsurance Use Grows,” 
the magazine wrote “the U.S. 
mortgage insurance sector 
has reported broad-based 
improvements to its credit 
profile over recent years, with 
strong net income and im-
proved capital adequacy.” 7

“Fundamental pieces of the 
private mortgage insurance in-
dustry look very different from 
a decade ago,” Arch MI’s Mi-

chael Schmeiser said. “I’m confident the 
changes have positioned the industry for 
success to navigate inevitable future cycles 
as they arise.” 

www.asreport.americanbanker.com/news/better-prepared-mortgageinsurers-
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ACUMA CU And CUSO MeMberS Attend Free!
ACUMA is very excited to  
announce a powerful new virtual 
conference, “Celebrating Credit 
Union Mortgage Heroes,”  
scheduled for September 22-23—
live on your laptop! That’s right— 
no travel or hotel costs. Access the 
conference—available to everyone 
at your credit union—from any-
where you have Internet access.

ACUMA is dedicating this event 
to all the front-line financial 
workers who play a vital role in 
making it possible to put people 

Watch for emails about Virtual Conference registration and upcoming “On the Go” 
events from ACUMA. Visit ACUMA.ORG for upcoming programming, on-demand 
education, Regulatory Alerts and a guide to the Realtors in your state. Choose 
ACUMA to stay ahead of the curve and succeed in your business.

A POWERFUL viRtUAL EvEnt  
SEPtEmbER 22-23 ,  2020

GET READY FOR
VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 2020

in homes every day, especially 
during the recent challenges of the 
coronavirus, which has required 
credit unions (and ACUMA) to pivot 
to finding innovative new ways of 
helping members.  

As you have come to expect from 
ACUMA, there will be:
 Interesting, expert speakers.
 Lots of sessions on hot topics.
  Some specially planned “social” 
events.
 Easy sign-up—it’s all online.

Registration fees are $199 per 
attendee. However, these fees 
will be waived for ACUMA 
credit union and CUSO 
members as well as ACUMA 
event sponsors, making it the 
best value you’ll ever find. 

Remember: One ACUMA 
membership covers everyone 
from your credit union or CUSO, 
so if you’re not a member, now’s 
the time to join the only credit 
union association dedicated to 
mortgage lending.

Save the dates now! Then stay tuned for information  
on sessions and speakers, and how to reserve your spot.

bR inGinG  
it  tO YOU

ACUMA

www.acuma.org


By Jason Sorochinsky
Digital Federal Credit Union

Are Credit Unions 
and Members 
Ready for 
eDelivery?
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Credit unions continue to provide members with a mort-
gage process that is faster, easier, more convenient and less 
expensive. However, how do we know if members will ac-

tually adopt and utilize eDelivery?
Until recently, the mortgage industry has been slow to adapt 

to digital mortgage efficiencies embraced by other industries such 
as Amazon and Uber, a shift that brings to the forefront updates 
that focus on improving the member experience from point-of-
sale (POS) through closing.

A major benefit of eDelivery is the 
ability to send and receive eDisclosures 
and eSign documents, such as initial 
disclosures prior-to-closing, and at-
closing items. This process is complet-
ed via eDelivery, which subsequently 
has allowed the fulfillment process to 
move away from a prolonged (45-60 
days) and complicated experience for 
members.

More members are getting their 
mortgages in unprecedented time 
frames (less than 21 days). This means 
more dream homes, better financial sit-
uations and happier results--something 
every credit union can get behind.

Digital Federal Credit Union, better 
known as DCU, has long lived at the 
forefront of the digital mortgage lend-
ing space. With total assets of more 

than $9 billion, 23 branch locations 
throughout Massachusetts and New 
Hampshire, and more than 850,000 
members nationwide, DCU’s annual 
new membership growth is comprised 
of 40% Millennials who generally pre-
fer online account openings and digital 
experiences.

However, what if data reveals your 
membership base generally prefers 
face-to-face interactions when com-
pleting the mortgage process or other 
interactions? Are leaders of your or-
ganization debating on implementing 
new technologies because of personal 
“buying preferences” or has COVID-19 
forced you to react quickly?

These questions certainly can be 
challenging for all organizations to an-
swer regardless of size, geographic lo-
cation or membership demographics. 
Most importantly, we make these deci-
sions based on our ability to help and 
serve our members’ best interest.



Jason Sorochinsky serves 
as the Vice President 
of Mortgage Lending 
and is a member of the 
executive leadership 
team at Digital Federal 
Credit Union (DCU), 
based in Marlborough, 
MA. Sorochinsky can be contacted at 
(508) 804-9532 or jsorochinsky@dcu.org.

Jason Sorochinsky

“
Data analytics 
and artificial 

intelligence (AI) 
have shown 
that member 

preference differs 
when it comes 
to application 

method 
and eSign 

preferences.

“
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eDELIVERY @ APPLICATION
Many credit unions have identi-
fied that having a “one-size fits 
all” approach does not work well 
with their membership base. 
Traditional application methods 
include members completing 
their application:

  Online at the credit union’s 
website.
  Face-to-face, usually in a meet- 
ing with a Mortgage Loan Of-
ficer.
  By phone, contacting the 
credit union through an MLO, 
call center or Member Service 
Representative.
  Through the mail, by filling 
out a paper document and 
returning it by postal service to the 
credit union.
Data analytics and artificial intelligence 

(AI) have shown that member prefer-
ence differs when it comes to application 
method and eSign preferences.

In today’s digital lending environ-
ment, members can self-service their 
requests online by picking the type and 
term of their desired mortgage with-
out needing guidance from a Mortgage 
Loan Officer to complete the mortgage 
application. Members will continue 
their experience by eSigning upfront 
documents and only communicating 
through an online portal if they choose.

Other members prefer to start the ap-
plication process online and follow-up 
via phone call or face-to-face at a branch 
location to receive consultation and an-
swers from a Mortgage Loan Officer.

Of course, there are some mem-
bers that still prefer paper documents 
throughout the lifecycle of the mort-
gage fulfillment process. However, 
given COVID-19, this will most likely 
force member preferences to change 
from face-to-face interactions to online 
application methods throughout the 
remainder of 2020.

eDELIVERY @ CLOSING
Considering COVID-19, utilizations 
rates of eSign during the mortgage 
closing process have skyrocketed ex-
ponentially. Prior to March 2020, eSign 

and eDelivery were mainly 
used to deliver the Closing 
Disclosure (CD) three days 
prior to the ceremony date 
if members elected to eSign.

Today, eSign and eDeliv-
ery are used in combination 
with Remote Online Nota-
rization (RON) or Remote 
InkSigned Notarization 
(RIN) to perform virtual 
mortgage closings. 

In a recent survey to a 
group of attorney and na-
tionwide settlement part-
ners, the following question 
was posed, “How was the 
member experience when in 
conjunction with eDelivery 
methods?” A few 

firms were quoted by saying:

“Your members really ap-
preciate how they have the 
opportunity and time to 
carefully review their clos-
ing documents in the con-
venience and comfort of 
their home and how quick-
ly they can get through the 
actual signing process on 
their closing day.” 
–Anne W., Massachusetts  
Attorney

“The member feedback 
is positive. The process is 
simple and allows the bor-
rowers to physically sign 
less documents which is 
extremely helpful for the 
elderly. The younger generation 
thrives on technology, so they re-
ally enjoy being able to review their 
documents prior to closing and ask 
any questions prior to our attorney 
arriving at their home.” 
–Elizabeth C., National Settlement Agent

When credit unions utilize eSign and 
eDelivery methods at closing, there is 
a positive impact. Members can take 
their time to review documents and 
ask questions before the ceremony date 
or simply opt to close remotely using 
RON or RIN if their state permits.

eDELIVERY TECHNOLOGY  
CHALLENGES
So, your credit union is ready to make 
the big leap forward. Now what? 

A major pain point for most credit 
unions comes from understanding how 
technology will connect to their exist-
ing mortgage LOS/POS and core ser-
vicing platforms. 

There are dozens of vendors in the 
industry today that provide specific 
use cases with regards to eDisclosure, 
eDelivery and eSign. Do the proposed 
technology partners your credit union 
is considering require different logins 
for members or have a separate user in-
terface from your LOS/POS?

If members are forced to use different 
platforms, along with managing mul-

tiple user IDs and passwords, 
this will be problematic for 
your organization. Also, how 
will your member support 
team troubleshoot issues 
regarding password resets, 
browser incompatibility (Ex-
plorer vs. Chrome) or chal-
lenges while using desktop vs. 
tablet vs. mobile? 

With members’ urge to have 
instant validation, providing 
timely support will be critical.

Finally, given COVID-19, 
many technology vendors 
have a significant backlog  
of requests from various lend-
ers across the country. It is 
safe to say that implementa-
tions of this type will be ex-
tended for a prolonged pe-
riod (6-12 months), including  

vendor due diligence, information  
security review and general contract-
ing efforts.

“A major pain 
point for most 
credit unions 
comes from 

understanding 
how technology 
will connect to 
their existing 
mortgage 

LOS/POS and 
core servicing 

platforms.

“

www.dcu.org
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Use Technology 
to Grow Your 
Personal brand
By Ben Smidt
MGIC

Using technology 
to grow a per-
sonal brand in 

the mortgage industry is 
a key component to a loan 
officer’s success. When a loan 
officer takes the time to build a 
personal brand, it is a calculated activity 
designed to increase visibility and, ultimately, close more loans in 
today’s business climate.

There are several technology apps and software that can be used 
to expedite this process of growing a personal brand. 

To build a successful personal brand 
in the mortgage industry, you need to 
first assess the many areas where tech-
nology is at the forefront of being vis-
ible. These areas become vital when the 
process begins. 

To help keep things clear, the areas 
where technology is an important fac-
tor in building a brand have been bro-
ken into sections. Highlighted below 
are a few technology apps that have 
proved successful.

VIDEO CONFERENCING,  
VIDEO WEBINARS
The ability to acquire new clients, while 
staying relevant with current clients, al-

     Zoom. The no-cost offering of 
Zoom initially led to it being the 
platform of choice for many in to-
day’s business climate. However, its 
ease of use and flexible functional-
ity have contributed to people con-
tinuing to use it.

    StreamYard. This is one of the bet-
ter no-cost apps and one of the easi-
est ways to create professional live 
streams on most major social media 
platforms. It serves as an essential way 
to reach the most number of people in 
a short period of time. Check out this 
Loan Officer Hub article1 if you need 
help with live streaming.

CONTENT CURATION
A major part of building a personal 
brand in the mortgage industry in-

ways requires some form of video con-
ferencing efforts. This means not only 
acquiring the skills related to effectively 
communicating through the medium 
of video, but also the need for a tech-
nology to assist in growing a personal 
brand.

Explore these video conferencing 
apps to help you grow your personal 
brand faster:

    Messenger-Desktop. The release 
of the new desktop version of Mes-
senger provides more folks with the 
ability to easily connect with clients 
and customers when and where it’s 
convenient for them.
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“When building a 
personal brand 
in the mortgage 
industry, quality 
content always 
wins whether 
it’s curated or 

created.

“

cludes your content. Quality 
content always wins whether 
it’s curated or created. In par-
ticular, curated content from 
referral partners and news 
outlets can help grow your 
personal brand to a broader 
audience faster because you 
are supporting those who can 
support you:

   Google Alerts. This is a 
great way to have Google 
curate valuable content 
from across the Web, so you 
always have a stock pile of 
content to post on social or highlight 
in emails.

    Flipboard. This technology appli-
cation is a great way to curate news 
that you have tailored to your inter-
ests, which you can then share with 
others.

  Pocket. It’s a great app because it 
works with everything. You can save 
articles, videos and stories from any 
publication, page or app. This allows 
you easy access for curating your own 
space filled with everything you can’t 
wait to learn. And it makes posting 
out to social media through Buffer 
extremely simple.

CONTENT CREATION
A personal brand can be built from 
many things. However, creating ex-
ceptional content that can’t be ignored is 
one of the best ways to stand out in the 
mortgage industry. Define your personal 
brand by creating great content that oth-
ers want to absorb. These apps are a great 
starting point for content creation:

  Medium. You no longer need to 
know how to use a content manage-
ment system (CMS) like WordPress 
to share your thoughts and get them 
indexed with Google. Medium al-
lows anyone to write on topics they 
are passionate about. Grow your per-
sonal brand by sharing your thoughts 
and gain a following.
    Canva. Creating exciting graphics 

for events is important for a per-
sonal brand. Canva makes it very 
easy to create high-quality graphics 

for emails, social, posters and 
clothing.

    Loom. When building a 
brand, the ability to create 
video content helps your 
visibility to explode. Loom 
helps you do this best. 
What’s nice about Loom 
is that all your videos are 
housed on Loom instead of 
saved on your device, which 
can use up valuable space.

    InShot. This technoogy 
app is easy to use and  
provides all the bells and

extended networks are talking about 
across social media. Ultimately, Nuz-
zel provides industry news and media 
intelligence you need to stay relevant.

GROWTH THROUGH  
SIMPLE ENGAGEMENT

   Textiful. This technology performs a 
very important service: it sends a text 
to subscribe as a way to grow your 
email list by SMS. Having great con-
tent and providing great webinars 
are important, but you also need to 
build your CRM along the way.

  GaggleAMP. Building a brand in-
cludes using internal brand advocates 
to help support your message across 
the Web. GaggleAMP is a great so-

lution to help raise awareness 
of positive reviews and social 
posts of value.

When considering technol-
ogy to grow a personal brand 
in the mortgage industry, there 
are so many apps to choose from. 
By staying focused on your goals 
for your brand, as well as how 
you plan to grow the brand, loan 
officers can more easily take the 
action they need. 

You can also watch a very 
helpful video2 to learn more 

about amplifying the message and per-
sonal branding technologies. 

Hopefully, the content in this article 
provides loan officers a starting point 
to get the ball rolling in the mortgage 
industry.

Footnotes
1  https://loanofficerhub.com/mortgage-infographics/4-ways-to-leverage-facebook-

live-videos/ 
2 https://youtu.be/gRUXwKWvQ2I

Ben Smidt is the Digital 
Strategy Manager at 
MGIC, which provides 
mortgage insurance to 
help families achieve 
homeownership sooner 
by making affordable 
low-downpayment 
mortgages a reality. For more 
information, visit www.mgic.com.

Ben Smidt

“Define your 
personal brand 

by creating 
great content 

that others want 
to absorb.

“

  whistles you need to take your 
video creation to the next level. You 
can use stickers, royalty-free music, 
edit audio and so much 
more.

    Headliner. This is an easy 
technology application that 
enables you to edit a video 
and add captions. It has a 
great new feature that al-
lows users to automate the 
creation of podcasts into 
visual forms.

SOCIAL MEDIA AS A  
POWERFUL OUTLET

    Buffer. Use this great, no-
cost solution to schedule posts around 
content you have found that’s relevant 
to your key audiences on social media. 
This helps to keep you visible online 
when you are too busy to post manu-
ally.

  IFTTT. This technology application 
stands for If This, Then That. It can 
do a lot of things to keep life efficient. 
As it relates to social media, it’s pretty 
simple. IFTTT allows you to post on 
one platform while posting on anoth-
er platform at the same time.
  Nuzzel. Nuzzel is an easy way to 
learn what those in your network and 

www.mgic.com
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How Personalized 
Member Content 
Delivers
By Mortgage Coach and 
Total Expert

Our economy, our industry, and our daily interactions have 
changed drastically since the first quarter of 2020. For a 
credit union member with a mortgage loan, looking for 

one or looking for financial advice, there are more questions and 
concerns than ever. 

Now more than ever, members are seeking solid financial guid-
ance and assurance from their credit union.

In fact, Google searches for “finan-
cial help,” grew 203% from March 8 to 
March 14, 2020.1 As a financial institu-
tion, you know there is not a univer-
sal answer to every financial question. 
Credit unions like Patelco and FirstTech 
Federal Credit Union are responding to 
this increased demand by proactively 
offering personalized financial educa-
tion and guidance.

Engaging in a conversation regarding 
financial needs and delivering advice is 
vastly different today than it was even in 
March. As the need for remote interac-
tions has risen, members have pivoted to 
fewer branch visits, increased use of chat 
and phone for support and increased use 
of digital services like online banking. 

As financial service providers inter-
nally adopt remote workforce policies 
and member communication preferenc-
es rapidly change, it is crucial for credit 
unions to not lose sight of their centric 
focus, but to look to digital technology 

as the way to bridge the gap from face-
to-face interactions of the past to virtual, 
digital engagement of the future.

Building trust and confidence while 
increasing retention and growth in a 
digital-focused world may seem daunt-
ing. However, the expansion is much 
easier with rapid-deployment 
support from modern tech-
nology vendors. 

According to a March 26, 
2020 Arzient survey, it is 
critical for credit unions to 
leverage digital channels to 
achieve a personalized con-
nection.2 Credit unions that 
proactively anticipate mem-
ber needs and respond with 
content delivered digitally will 
speed the pace of confident 
decision-making and increase 
the number of products the 
member has with the credit 
union.

UNDERSTAND YOUR MEMBERS’
UNIQUE FINANCIAL NEEDS
Furloughs, job losses and lower wages 
have created fear and uncertainty for 
members around every aspect of finan-
cial obligation, including the preserva-
tion of housing. The current economic 
climate means any number of your 
members will come to you for financial 
advice based upon their unique story.

More and more members are look-
ing to invest in a home loan to create 
financial security, reduce consumer 
debt or build wealth. Owning a home 
vs. renting, securing a HELOC loan to 
improve a home due to changing life 
circumstances or tapping home equity 
for debt consolidation are all options 
that potentially can help improve the 
financial health of members. 

As you work to understand 
a member’s needs and goals, it 
is critical to offer options and 
transparency.

Let’s consider two of these 
motivations for refinancing. 
A member in good financial 
standing could refinance with 
the goal of lowering their pay-
ment. A member who has de-
creased income may be looking 
to leverage equity with a cash-
out loan or debt consolidation. 

As a trusted financial part-
ner, members expect you to 
respond to specific needs and 
provide tailored solutions.3 

“Commit to 
annually 

identifying your 
credit union 

and member 
goals, then look 
for technology 
solutions that 
support those 

goals.

“
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ing and a member-for-life relationship. 
There is no better way to create trust 

and secure commitment from a mem-
ber who asks, “Is it better to rent vs. 
own?” or “What is the minimum down 
payment?” than offering home-loan 
strategies in a digital presentation. 

Providing education around home 
loan options drives member engage-
ment and commitment to a mortgage 
decision in far less time. Even if the 
member decides now is not the time 
to buy, they will return to your credit 
union when the time is right.

DELIVER DIGITALLY, BUILD TRUST,
CREATE MEMBERS FOR LIFE
As we move to a “new normal,” there is 
no doubt that the convenience of on-
line banking will persist. Credit unions 
that are able to mirror the one-on-one 
member experience via online chan-
nels like digital video, email and even 
text messaging will meet members 
where they want to be served. 

The larger opportunity for a credit 
union is to serve the member through 
any economic or market climate. To-
day, leveraging virtual solutions to de-
liver the right content, advice, and op-
tions to members will create trust and 
deepen relationships.

We understand that adopting tech for 

tech’s sake can actually lead to more prob-
lems than it solves. Commit to annually 
identifying your credit union and mem-
ber goals, then look for technology solu-
tions that support those goals. 

As you evaluate partners and solu-
tions to help deliver on your credit union 
mission for both today and tomorrow, 
choose platforms that deliver real-world 
results, such as Total Expert and Mortgage 
Coach. With solutions like these, your 
credit union can drive increased commit-
ments and demonstrate transparency with 
your members. 

Total Expert is an experience platform 
built for, and trusted by, industry leaders 
in banking, credit unions and mortgage 
companies. Credit unions can use Total 
Expert to improve onboarding, increase 
member retention, grow acquisition, reduce 
abandonment, drive productivity and 
create member-for-life relationships.

Mortgage lenders, banks, credit unions 
and mortgage brokers rely on Mortgage 
Coach to turn mortgage advice into a 
competitive advantage. The Mortgage 
Coach advice platform helps mortgage 
professionals clearly illustrate the short- 
and long-term benefits of different 
mortgage loan options with detailed 
financials, charts, video narration and live 
updates through virtual, digital delivery.

Footnotes
1  Think with Google, “Financial Wellness Search Behavior,” www.thinkwithgoogle.com/

marketing-resources/experiencedesign/financial-wellness-search-behavior/
2  March 26 Arzient Survey, “How the financial services industry is responding to 

coronavirus” www.cujournal.com/news/subscriberexclusive-survey-how-the-financial-
services-industry-is-responding-to-coronavirus

3  Accenture Financial Services Personas, www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/financial-
services/financial-services-consumer-study2019

4  A Forrester Study, “The Total Economic Impact of The Total Expert Marketing  
Operating System (MOS)”

Now more than ever, members are looking to their credit union for solid financial 
guidance and assurance. Credit unions that are able to proactively provide 
education around complex financial transactions to ensure financial health for their 
member and organizations. 

As credit unions pivot to remote work, it reveals new opportunities to scale the 
one-to-one member relationship in a digital-focused environment. Credit unions 
that successfully combine proactive education with personalized communications 
will help members make confident mortgage decisions and differentiate their 
organization as a trusted financial partner.

How Personalized Member Content Delivers

Credit unions offering financial edu-
cation and home-loan strategies in a 
clear manner stand to better serve their 
members in any market.

As volume increases, the time to per-
sonalize advice is at risk. Credit unions 
can empower their loan officers and 
streamline their work with automation 
to make personalization simple and easy. 

Every credit union has some type of 
system or systems that provide a partial 
view of the member’s relationship with 
the credit union. What’s often missing is a 
single point of access to fully understand 
the entire profile of the member’s needs.

No matter where your credit union 
is on the digital-transformation scale, 
ensuring your member data is easily 
accessible and actionable will be key to 
successfully understanding each mem-
ber’s needs and personalizing your ap-
proach. Here’s how:

    Consolidate member data and align 
with personalized content.

  A true experience platform reveals all 
of the member touchpoints to make it 
easier for a credit union to deliver the 
right message, to the right member, 
at the right time. Simple loan officer 
access to the member base has the 
capability to drive nearly six incre-
mental loans annually per mortgage 
loan officer, according to a Total Ex-
pert study with Forrester. 4

   Ensure options can be presented.
  A credit union has a full spectrum of 
loan types to help members, yet many 
members are unaware of these op-
tions. Identify each financial solution 
and commit to tailoring messaging 
to match the specific profile of each 
member using the data you have. Cre-
ate a personalized presentation with 
multiple options. Use this insight to 
compare short- and long-term ben-
efits of each loan.

ANSWER WITH PERSONALIZED,
EDUCATIONAL MESSAGES
Education has always been a key com-
ponent and point of differentiation for 
credit unions. Through education and 
specialization, credit unions easily go 
beyond discussions focused on rates, 
fees and closing costs. The conversation 
changes to long-term financial well-be-
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As a Credit Union Service Organization (CUSO), CU Servnet has helped credit unions 
like yours bene� t from member-focused loan servicing solutions for nearly 20 years. 
Through our relationship with Cenlar, we deliver all of the traditional bene� ts of 
subservicing, but with a high emphasis on providing a superior member experience. 

Find out how our custom solutions can help you succeed in the mortgage space and 
deliver on your commitment to helping your members thrive.

Call us at 1-877-716-6756 or visit 
www.cuservnet.org to learn more.

Get to Know 
Subservicing with 
a Credit Union Touch

www.cuservnet.org


By Dan Putney
Finastra

Mortgage 
Lenders  
Improve the  
bottom Line with  
back-Office Optimizations

According to Fannie Mae, 41% of mortgage lenders are  
focused on member-facing technology as the means to 
greater competitiveness.1 While improving the member 

experience is a necessary priority, credit unions may be selling 
themselves short by failing to streamline the entire lending process.
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While simple back office optimizations 
can lead the way toward greater profit-
ability, only 29% of lenders are placing 
the need to streamline business pro-
cesses as a top priority. 2

OPTIMIZE BUT KEEP  
MEMBER FOCUS
Homebuyers of all ages want some fairly 
simple digital options, such as the abil-

ity to compare rates online. Additional-
ly, the number of individuals who com-
plete a mortgage application digitally is 
on the rise in nearly every generational 
borrower segment.

PwC reports that the number of Gen 
Z borrowers using an online lender was 
2.2 times higher in 2019 than it was 
the previous year, and Millennials in-
creased their use of an online lender by 

DIGITIZE

PRIORITIZE

MAXIMIZE

BACK-OFFICE
STREAMLINE

OPTIMIZE

1.5 times year-over-year.3 
Member satisfaction with digital of-

ferings is also evidenced by J.D. Power’s 
2018 U.S. Primary Mortgage Origina-
tion Satisfaction Study. Satisfaction 
with mortgage originators jumped 
10 points from the previous year due 
mostly to increased consumer use of 
digital and mobile channels.4

The J.D. Power 2019 study reported 
similar findings, revealing that over-
all satisfaction scores were 140 points 
higher, on average, when consumers 
had real-time access to the status of 
their loan.5 Unfortunately, the wave of 
member happiness dried up temporar-
ily in the second quarter of the year as 
a 54% increase in the number of mort-



“

“The industry’s 
failure to 

meet member 
expectations 

during periods 
of high activity 
underscores the 
need for credit 

unions to consider 
digital solutions 

that also focus on 
optimizing back 
office functions.

As Vice President of 
Sales for Mortgage 
Solutions, Dan Putney 
manages the sales 
strategy for Finastra’s 
mortgage solutions 
throughout the United 
States. With Finastra 
since 2011, Putney 
has more than two decades of direct 
mortgage-related industry expertise. 
He has worked for banks, in mortgage 
insurance and in sales leadership roles 
with other global software providers.

Dan Putney
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gage originations over the previous 
quarter strained the existing capacity of 
lenders, dropping satisfaction 16 points 
quarter-over-quarter. 6

The industry’s failure to meet mem-
ber expectations during periods of high 
activity underscores the need for credit 
unions to consider digital solu-
tions that also focus on optimiz-
ing back-office functions. 

It is also important to note 
that while 61% of respon-
dents expect a fully digital 
mortgage application pro-
cess, 49% of Millennials ac-
tually used a mix of channels 
to complete the process.7 
Also, 21% of Gen Xers and 
30% of Baby Boomers do the 
same. 8

Omni-channel interac-
tions stress the need for 
back-office optimization. 
Paper or manual processes 
introduce opportunities for 
errors as information is en-
tered from multiple touch 
points. According to evalu-
ations conducted by the Na-
tional Center for Biotechnology, the 
number of errors occurring for every 
10,000 manual entries averaged 650, or 
6.5%.

Credit unions can take a big hit on 
simple errors. According to Scott Mc-
Carthy, author at BankDirector.com, 
mistakes have a way of multiplying 
throughout the lending process. An 
incorrectly entered Social Security 
number, for example, poses risks to the 
organization since the member cannot 
be accurately vetted, but also sets the 
institution up for regulatory compli-
ance issues due to inaccurate reporting.

Digital processes, on the other hand, 
provide a single source of truth for all 
data, providing visibility across the or-
ganization. In addition, data is auto-
matically vetted for accuracy, and loan 
officers are alerted to missing informa-
tion or errors.

Digitization can also offer more ef-
ficient workflows, stronger pipeline 
management, and access to a wider 
range of rating models to reduce risk.

GAINING THE INSIGHTS TO  
DELIVER BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS
According to McKinsey, financial insti-
tutions can realize a 50% improvement 
in productivity and member service by 
automating processes, such as workflows 
and decision-making, as well as residual 

processes, like resource plan-
ning. 9 

But how do credit unions 
know when they are on track 
toward bottom-line results? To 
realize the greatest improve-
ments in efficiency, as well as 
profitability, credit unions also 
need to incorporate data ana-
lytics into digital mortgage so-
lutions.

The ability to measure op-
erational processes to internal 
and industry standards pro-
vides a basis for comparison. 
It allows lenders to assess cur-
rent states and plan for precise 
improvements. For example, 
access to loan conversion 
data, including detailed in-
sights such as the number of 
loans closed by branch or of-

ficer, and the average number of days 
to close, make it possible for sales and 
operational teams to pursue efforts that 
improve outcomes.

Insights into member behavior 
also help credit unions to increase the 
number of members who complete 
the mortgage origination process. In-

Footnotes
1  “Mortgage Lender Sentiment Survey Special Topics Report.” Fannie Mae, Second 

Quarter 2019. (Web). 
2 Ibid. 
3  “2019 Consumer Digital Banking Survey: PwC. “PwC Digital Consumer Research, 

June, 2019.” (Web). 
4 “Transitioning from the Traditional.” The MReport. Daily Dose, Nov. 8, 2018. (Web).
5  “Mortgage Customer Satisfaction Improves but Loan Boom Reveals Foundation 

Cracks, J.D. Power Finds.” J.D. Power, Nov. 14, 2019. (Web).
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9  Joao Dias, et al. “Automating the Bank’s Back Office.” McKinsey & Company. McKinsey 

Digital, 2012. (Web).

formation indicating when members 
abandon an application and seek in-
person advice provides a roadmap to-
ward improvement that can generate 
higher member satisfaction as well as 
an increased number of closings.

As consumers move more toward 
digital channels, expectations lean 
toward faster and more efficient pro-
cesses. To attract and maintain market 
share, credit unions need insights to 
focus their efforts and keep the back-
office humming.

More Information

  Learn more about adopting a 
digital mortgage experience for 
both members and your back office 
with Fusion Mortgagebot. Contact 
Finastra to move your mortgage 
operation forward.
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By Lori J. Pinto 
CUServnet

Millions of American homeowners are having trouble paying 
their mortgage because of the coronavirus pandemic. The 
need for mortgage assistance continues to be significant. 

But unlike the last financial crisis, the mortgage industry is acting 
with urgency.

In response to the coronavirus pan-
demic, CU Servnet, in partnership with 
Cenlar FSB, has identified best prac-
tices for mortgage loan subservicing. 
The practices are designed to deliver 
options that credit unions might find 
useful in dealing with mortgage sub-
servicing during these extraordinary 
circumstances.

     Be Vigilant about Govern-
ment Agency Guidance

  To understand the ever-chang-
ing guidance shared during 
the pandemic, pay close atten-
tion to federal government and 
GSEs (HUD, FHA, VA, USDA, 
and FHLB), NCUA and, in 
some cases, state and local gov-
ernments. The best subservicers 
have a robust regulatory change 
management process that lever-
ages their legal and compliance 
expertise to digest, interpret and 
synthesize government informa-
tion and make it easy for you to use. 

  A subservicer also needs to   im-
  plement any new available mort-

gage assistance options quickly to 
benefit members.

   Collaborate and Customize  
with Your Servicer

  Make certain you communicate your 

specific needs and objectives to your 
subservicer. Determine how your 
subservicer can create custom pro-
grams to handle asset loans beyond 
what is allowed under the CARES 
Act and state law/guidance. 

  Expect your subservicer to com- 
  municate regularly about its actions 

on behalf of your members.

   Prioritize Member 
Education and  
  Communication

  Make member education 
and communication a 
priority. As you probably 
know, there’s a lot of con-
sumer confusion about 
mortgage-relief terms 
such as forbearance and 
deferment and what 
members may be entitled 
to under the CARES Act.  

   

As Executive Director 
of CUServnet and 
Senior Vice President of 
Business Development 
for Cenlar FSB, Lori 
Pinto is responsible 
for sales and business 
development at 
Cenlar. She has more than 30 years of 
experience in the mortgage banking 
industry. A member of the Mortgage 
Bankers Association, Pinto also served 
as Chairman of the Certified Mortgage 
Banker (CMB) Society. She teaches 
at Lock Haven University’s School of 
Mortgage Banking.

Lori Pinto

About CUServnet and Cenlar FSB
As a Credit Union Service Organization 
(CUSO), CUServnet has helped credit 
unions benefit from member-focused 
mortgage loan servicing solutions for 
nearly 20 years. Through its relationship 
with Cenlar, CUServnet delivers all of the 
traditional benefits of subservicing with a 
high emphasis on the member experience.

For more than 25 years, mortgage 
loan subservicer Cenlar FSB has been 
providing quality, flexible and innovation 
solutions. Leaning on its servicing best 
practices, as well as guidance from an 
expert legal and compliance team, Cenlar 
delivers mortgage assistance options that 
are right for homeowners.

  The federal Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau offers 
mortgage assistance content 
that may help with member 
education. To learn more, go to 
www.consumerfinance.gov.

Help from the CFPB

1

“

“Getting the 
answers you 

need has never 
been more 

important. Ask 
your subservicer 
to be available 
to you and your 

members.

2

      Be sure your subser-
vicer  encourages members 

to use online resources so that they 
can quickly get the support they need. 
Many companies have robust online 
tools to help members understand and 
pursue mortgage assistance options. 
Additionally, the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB) offers mort-
gage assistance content that may help 
with member education. 

     Confirm Accessibility to  
Your Servicer 
Getting the answers you need has 
never been more important. Ask 
your subservicer to be available 
to you and your members. With a 
high volume of homeowners hav-
ing questions and needing support, 
call centers should have extended 
hours on week days as well as 
throughout weekends.

2

3

4

Help Members by Identifying 
Subservicing best Practices

www.consumerfinance.gov


radian.com    877  • 723 • 4261

Discover something new.
At Radian, we’re helping you ensure the American Dream in even 
bigger and better ways with comprehensive suite of mortgage, real  
estate, title and risk services. It’s all in addition to our industry leading  
mortgage insurance products and programs. And it’s all about turning  
today’s challenges into tomorrow’s opportunities.

Do you see what we see? Learn more at radian.com

© 2020 Radian Group Inc.

www.radian.com
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The Future of  
Third-Party  
Inspections

By Luke Tomaszewski
eValuation ZONE and ProxyPics

How Can Remotely 
Submitted Data Be 
Authenticated?

The COVID-19 pandemic has devastated many businesses 
and caused others to pivot quickly, including the mort-
gage lending industry. One of the significant obstacles 

faced within the mortgage industry was the change in approach to 
completing an inspection of the borrower’s home by a third party. 

In most scenarios, the appraiser is considered to be the third 
party, however, when the traditional real-estate transaction is 
completed there may be additional third parties who become in-
volved. Depending on the scenario, this can include a third-party 
inspection by a home inspector, FHA inspector, city building in-
spector, etc.

In the face of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, many appraisers (myself in-
cluded) have come across borrowers 
hesitant to allow an inspection of their 
home. In some cases, borrowers simply 
will not allow a third party into their 
home, even with all precautions against 
the spread of the virus being taken, in-
cluding using a mask and gloves.

As the pandemic spread throughout 
the United  States, many major cities 
put in place “stay at home” orders and 
deemed certain professions non-essen-
tial. This created confusion and signifi-
cant delays in the completion of an ap-
praisal report. 

In response, the GSEs were quick to 
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offer some temporary guid-
ance on how an appraisal 
can be completed without the 
interior of the property being 
inspected. This was dependent on 
the loan type, LTV ratio and type of 
transaction (Lender Letter 2020-04). 
These guidelines allowed certain loans 
to qualify for a desktop only or drive-by 
appraisal to avoid any persons entering 
the borrower’s home.

CHALLENGES  
OF BORROWER PHOTOS
Speaking with many lenders, credit 
unions and servicers, some 
industry groups have tried to 
create a way to allow the bor-
rower to send interior property 
data to their valuations team 
to allow the information to be 
transmitted to the appraiser to 
complete a more credible re-
port. 

We have seen lenders create 
their own DropBox or Google 
Drive enabling the homeowner 
to send photos to these plat-
forms. This works in limited 
capacity but ultimately, proves 
too complicated. 

Another proposed work-
around, is having the borrower 
submit photos via email. How-
ever, with most email in-boxes 

Luke Tomaszewski is 
the CEO of eValuation 
ZONE, a national 
Appraisal Management 
Company, and the 
CEO and founder of 
new tech company 
ProxyPics. Tomaszewski 
has more than 15 years of experience in 
the appraisal industry. His first hybrid 
appraisal form was developed more 
than four years ago, and his company 
was the first to beta-test ACI Sky with a 
custom BPO form. Tomaszewski created 
ProxyPics to change the way homes are 
photographed for mortgage needs in the 
digital age, and he earned his second 
U.S. patent with the app.

Luke Tomaszewski

“It is important to 
have an easy 

and user-friendly 
application 

for the typical 
homeowner 
to navigate 

and complete 
the [home 

inspection] order 
request.

“

at a 10 MB limit, this only al-
lows for 2-5 photos to be sent. 
Additionally, sending multiple 
emails from thousands of bor-

rowers to a lender becomes 
disorganized and messy 

very quickly. 
On top of these obvi-

ous issues, lenders are 
also faced with ques-

tions regarding the 
authenticity of the 

photos, including 
questions of when 

they were taken, where 
they were taken, etc. 

Without a method of verify-
ing this information it is a big 

risk for the lender and the 
appraiser to take. 

It became apparent that 
a more secure method 

of transferring inte-
rior subject data is a 

“must have” for the 
industry, and we 

have seen many differ-
ent technologies being devel-

oped to help with this.
Some companies have developed 

smart-phone applications or web ap-
plications to allow the borrower to sub-
mit interior data of their home. These 
applications range from simply taking 
photos to answering property-specific 
questions. While this solves the prob-

lem of easy data submission 
for the borrower, the prob-
lem of verifying authenticity 
remains. 

There has to be a solution 
that will record the longi-
tude/latitude position of 
where the photos were taken, 
and a time stamp to verify 
when it was taken. A geo-
fencing security option is 
most important, along with 
a method to only allow for 
real-time photos to be ac-
cepted within the applica-
tion. This forces the user to 
take the photos through the 
application and prohibits 
any uploads from a photo 
gallery, where the photos 

“

“

A more secure 
method of 
transferring 

interior subject 
data [for home 
inspections] is a 
‘must have’ for 
the industry.

can be edited or taken at a 
previous time.

An inspection solution 
must include these fraud 
prevention tactics to be suc-
cessful. 

CONSIDER THE  
USER EXPERIENCE
Additionally, the user expe-
rience should also be taken 
into consideration. It is im-
portant to have an easy and 
user-friendly application for 
the typical homeowner to 
navigate and complete the 

order request. 
As they say, one size does not fit all, 

and the same solution will not apply to 
each credit union and lending institution. 
Certain customization may be required 
within the application, such as different 
photo requirements, the ability to add a 
questionnaire to each request, or as sim-
ple as a white labeling option. 

Not every application will offer this 
level of customization, so the lending 
institution or credit union will have to 
consider these options in order to select 
the application which can best fulfill 
their requirements.

As the needs of customers change 
along with the ever-evolving landscape 
of technology, these are some great 
starting points to consider when pre-
paring to make these inspection deci-
sions.
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ACUMA SPONSORS

As a non-profit association, ACUMA brings its events to you with the help of member dues and 
sponsorship contributions. Our sponsors provide the association with the support it needs 
to bring you the latest and best to credit unions in the mortgage industry. We extend to them 

our sincerest thanks for all they do.

ACUMA brings Education, Networking To  You with the Help of Our Sponsors
We Extend a Great Big ‘Thank You’ to Our Sponsors for Their Continued Support

  The first MI company to partner with 
CUs more than 25 years ago continues 
to deliver the stability, service and 
solutions you’ve come to rely on. We’re 
proud to be a Diamond sponsor for 
ACUMA’s 2020 virtual conference. Talk 
with our team to find out why Arch MI 
is still the best choice for CUs. Learn 
more at archmicu.com. 

  Since 1982, CU Members Mortgage has 
provided expert mortgage solutions to 
credit unions and CUSOs nationwide. 
Over these years of service, we’ve 
collaborated with hundreds of credit 
unions to create a refined program to 
assist credit unions of any size, with any 
need. Your credit union can leverage 
a vast product list, retained servicing, 
and leading edge technology solutions 
to increase income and build a more 
satisfied membership base. Plus, 
training and marketing support ensure 
you are one step ahead. Find out more 
at www.cumembers.com. Equal Housing 
Lender. CU Members Mortgage is a 
division of Colonial Savings, F.A. NMLS 
401285.

  MGIC is the pioneer of the US modern-
day, private mortgage insurance 
industry. Since 1957, we’ve insured 
more than 13 million mortgage loans, 
supporting affordable homeownership 
in communities across the country. 
We’re the only mortgage insurance 
company that has been a constant in 
all states and MSAs through all market 
challenges. We’re proud to serve 
over 5,000 lenders and/or servicers 
throughout the United States and other 
locations. Learn more  
at www.mgic.com. 

  Midwest Loan Services provides 
private-label subservicing to credit 
unions and CUSOs nationwide. No 
matter what your loan volume is, we’ll 
make sure you and your borrowers 
receive the quality service you deserve. 
We take pride in building strong 
relationships and excel at delivering  
all that’s asked of us and more— 
even during these times of 
unprecedented challenge. Contact us 
at www.midwestloanservices.com or 
call 800-229-5417.

 

  The Federal Home Loan Banks’ 
Mortgage Partnership Finance® (MPF®) 
Program provides credit unions with 
competitive, easy-to-use mortgage 
products. In addition to our support of 
ACUMA, we help credit unions promote 
homeownership within their communities 
through access to our conventional/
conforming and government loan 
products. Visit FHLBMPF.com to learn more.

  myCUmortgage empowers partner 
credit unions to be great mortgage 
lenders through exceptional leadership, 
comprehensive solutions, expert 
guidance, partner- and member-focused 
service and peace of mind. Credit 
unions partnering with myCUmortgage 
benefit from originations, processing, 
underwriting, loan servicing, secondary 
market access and a full suite of 
conventional and government products. 
Learn more about how we can help you 
help your members with home ownership 
at myCUmortgage.com.

  Optimal Blue’s Marketplace Platform 
connects the industry’s largest network 
of originators, investors and providers. 
More than $1 trillion of transactions are 
processed across the platform each year, 
facilitating a broad set of secondary 
market interactions like pricing, locking, 
hedging and trading of mortgage loans. 
For more information, please visit  
www.optimalblue.com.

DIAMOND SPONSORS

www.archmicu.com
www.cumembers.com
www.mgic.com
www.midwestloanservices.com
www.FHLBMPF.com
www.myCUmortgage.com
www.optimalblue.com
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ACUMA brings Education, Networking To  You with the Help of Our Sponsors

  CU Realty Services helps credit unions 
retain member’s purchase mortgage 
business by delivering turnkey real estate 
services through its real estate marketing 
platform, HomeAdvantage®. More than 
120 credit unions and mortgage CUSOs 
in 24 states leverage HomeAdvantage 
to attract, convert, nurture and close 
purchase mortgage leads—reporting an 
average application pull-through rate of 
84%. To learn more, please visit  
www.curealty.com.

  Essent was founded in 2008 with the 
mission to bring a mortgage insurer 
with strong capital, a clean balance 
sheet, exceptional customer service 
and a robust-claims paying ability to 
the mortgage industry. Today, we are 
a leader in the mortgage insurance 
(MI) industry and the MI of choice for 
many lenders. We offer simple solutions 
to close more loans, focusing on ease 
of use, fast underwriting turn times, 
competitive pricing, rigorous risk analysis 
and fair and transparent claims-paying 
practices. Our strong capital position and 
investment-grade ratings underscore the 
depth of our claims-paying resources. 
Learn more at essent.us.com.

  Finastra delivers the broadest portfolio 
of financial services software in the 
world, including digital, core banking, 
lending and mortgage solutions. Our 
open platform brings parties together 
to collaborate, innovate and build great 
customer experiences for our 4,200 
clients in the U.S. With Finastra, the  
future of finance is open. Visit  
www.finastra.com/communitymarkets.

  Fiserv Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV) aspires to 
move money and information in a way 
that moves the world. As a global leader 
in payments and financial technology, 
the company helps clients achieve best-
in-class results through a commitment 
to innovation and excellence in areas 
including account processing and digital 
banking solutions; card issuer processing 
and network services; payments; 
e-commerce; merchant acquiring and 
processing; and the Clover® cloud-based, 
point-of-sale solution. Fiserv is a member 
of the S&P 500® Index and the FORTUNE® 
500, and is among FORTUNE World’s 
Most Admired Companies®. Visit fiserv.
com and follow on social media (www.
fiserv.com/en/about-fiserv/social-media.
html) for more information and the latest 
company news.

  Guild Mortgage offers correspondent 
and fulfillment services designed to 
provide our partners access to a wide 
range of secondary and capital market 
options without putting their members 
in harm’s way of being cross sold or 
solicited by a competing depository 
institution. We offer FNMA, FHA, VA, RD, 
and Manufactured home products. Learn 
more at www.guildmortgage.com.

  IDS is a top nationwide provider of 
mortgage document preparation 
and compliance. Services include 
closing docs, initial disclosures, LE/CDs, 
fulfillment, eSign and eClosing. The 
idsDoc system is dynamically integrated 
with your LOS and is unsurpassed in 
customization and client support to meet 
lenders’ unique document needs. Learn 
more at info.idsdoc.com.

PLATINUM SPONSORS

  Origence delivers the ultimate 
origination experience. For 25 years, 
we’ve helped lenders increase 
loan volume and income, create 
efficiencies, and fuel growth through 
our automotive, lending and strategic 
solutions. Today, our next generation 
technology solutions and services 
span across mortgage and consumer 
loan origination, analytics, marketing 
and CRM, vehicle service programs 
and identity theft solutions, advisory 
services, and outsource loan processing. 
We help financial institutions optimize 
the customer experience, leveraging 
integrated solutions to bring efficiency, 
productivity, and profitability to lenders. 
Visit www.origence.com for more 
information.

  TruHome Solutions helps credit 
unions “Bring Their Members Home.” 
We provide private-label mortgage 
originations, full secondary-market 
access and branded mortgage 
servicing—regardless if the loan is sold 
or held in portfolio. By partnering with 
us, you’ll break through the barriers 
of cost, regulation and technology, 
resulting in increased loyalty and 
member service. And we only 
work with credit unions. That’s our 
business, and that enables us to really 
understand your needs. Learn more at  
www.TruHome.com.

www.curealty.com
www.essent.us
www.finastra.com/communitymarkets
www.fiserv.com
www.guildmortgage.com
www.idsdoc.com
www.origence.com
www.TruHome.com


GOLD SPONSORS
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  With deep industry expertise 
partnering with credit unions of all 
sizes, Dovenmuehle provides complete 
private-label mortgage subservicing 
solutions that are designed around 
our clients’ needs and delivered with 
hands-on support, every step of the way. 
We understand the importance of your 
members and provide the solutions and 
experiences you need to build trusted 
relationships with them. Our commitment 
to innovation and technology means we 
develop leading member experiences 
and our thoughtful approach to service 
means we provide the care and  
personal attention they need.  
For more information please contact  
Mike Wilkinson, Vice President, at  
michael.wilkinson@dmicorp.com.

  Ellie Mae is the leading cloud-based 
platform provider delivering a true 
digital mortgage experience across 
credit unions’ entire workflow. Ellie Mae’s 
technology solutions enable you to 
engage members and originate more 
loans, reduce origination costs and 
shorten time to close, all while ensuring 
the highest levels of compliance, quality 
and efficiency. We’re here to help 
make life easier for both you and your 
members. Visit EllieMae.com or call (877) 
355-4362 to learn more.

  CUNA Mutual Group is a financially 
strong insurance, financial technology 
and investment company. With roots in 
the credit union movement, we have 
a generations-long history of working 
with financial institutions to protect 
and grow their businesses. We enable 
our customers to help their customers 
achieve financial stability through 
solutions that stay ahead of the pace of 
today’s rapidly changing marketplace. 
The companies of CUNA Mutual Group 
offer commercial, personal insurance 
products; lending solutions; retirement, 
investment, data and analytics, and 
marketing services. Learn more at  
www.cunamutual.com.

  As a Credit Union Service Organization 
(CUSO), CU Servnet has helped credit 
unions benefit from member-focused 
mortgage loan servicing solutions for 
nearly 20 years. Through our relationship 
with Cenlar, we deliver all of the 
traditional benefits of subservicing, but 
with a high emphasis on the member 
experience. Learn more at cuservnet.org.

ACUMA SPONSORS

We Extend a Great big ‘Thank You’ to Our  Sponsors for Their Continued Support

  Radian is ensuring the American 
dream of homeownership responsibly 
and sustainably through products 
and services that include industry-
leading mortgage insurance and a 
comprehensive suite of mortgage, risk, 
title, valuation, asset management 
and other real estate services. We are 
powered by technology, informed by 
data and driven to deliver new and 
better ways to transact and manage 
risk. Visit www.radian.com to learn 
more about how Radian is shaping the 
future of mortgage and real estate 
services.

www.cunamutual.com
www.cuservnet.org
www.EllieMae.com
www.radian.com
www.dmicorp.com
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  Calyx® is an established provider of 
mortgage software solutions used by 
banks, credit unions, mortgage lenders 
and brokerages nationwide. Our 
easy-to-use technology is designed 
to streamline, integrate and optimize 
all phases of the loan process for 
customers of various sizes, workflows, 
channels and complexities. Learn more 
at www.calyxsoftware.com.

  Fiserv Inc. (NASDAQ: FISV) aspires 
to move money and information 
in a way that moves the world. As 
a global leader in payments and 
financial technology, the company 
helps clients achieve best-in-class 
results through a commitment to 
innovation and excellence in areas 
including account processing and 
digital banking solutions; card issuer 
processing and network services; 
payments; e-commerce; merchant 
acquiring and processing; and the 
Clover® cloud-based point-of-sale 
solution. Fiserv is a member of the S&P 
500® Index and the FORTUNE® 500, 
and is among FORTUNE World’s Most 
Admired Companies®. Visit fiserv.com 
and follow on social media (www.
fiserv.com/en/about-fiserv/social-
media.html) for more information and 
the latest company news.

  Optimal Blue’s Marketplace Platform 
connects the industry’s largest network 
of originators, investors and providers. 
More than $1 trillion of transactions 
are processed across the platform 
each year, facilitating a broad set 
of secondary market interactions like 
pricing, locking, hedging and trading of 
mortgage loans. For more information, 
please visit www.optimalblue.com.

  Origence delivers the ultimate 
origination experience. For 25 years, 
we’ve helped lenders increase loan 
volume and income, create efficiencies, 
and fuel growth through our automotive, 
lending and strategic solutions. Today, 
our next generation technology solutions 
and services span across mortgage and 
consumer loan origination, analytics, 
marketing and CRM, vehicle service 
programs and identity theft solutions, 
advisory services, and outsource loan 
processing. We help financial institutions 
optimize the customer experience, 
leveraging integrated solutions to bring 
efficiency, productivity, and profitability 
to lenders. Visit www.origence.com for 
more information.

We Extend a Great big ‘Thank You’ to Our  Sponsors for Their Continued Support

  Pavaso empowers credit unions 
to streamline the entire closing 
process in all 50 states through 
one secure, collaborative platform 
that connects all permissible 
parties to exchange information 
and documents, communicate and 
collaborate in real time. Providing a 
best-in-class member experience, 
Pavaso supports all real estate 
closing options—traditional, fully 
paperless and hybrid eClosings. 
Delivering process improvements 
throughout application, pre-closing, 
closing and post-closing, Pavaso 
offers a true “full service” eClosing 
platform, that can perform a 
completely paperless eClosing in 
as little as 15 minutes. For more 
information visit www.pavaso.com.

DIGITAL MORTGAGE SHOWCASE

www.calyxsoftware.com
www.fiserv.com
www.optimalblue.com
www.origence.com
www.pavaso.com


ACUMA

FOR THE CHANGING WORLD
OF MORTGAGE LENDING
ACUMA LAUNCHES 
LEARNING “ON THE GO”
ACUMA has always brought our members 
great education and networking at our 
events, and we are committed to continuing 
that mission. With so many of you work-
ing remotely due to the coronavirus, we are 
now focused on bringing what ACUMA does 
best right to your laptop and smart phone. 
And we’ll make it easier for you to tune in—
whenever it works for you.

To keep us all connected, we have launched 
ACUMA’s “On the Go” series. In it, we bring 
you webinars, virtual workshop presentations 
and podcasts on topics we know are relevant 
to the challenges you are facing every day.

Visit ACUMA.ORG for upcoming programming, on-demand education, Regulatory Alerts and a guide 
to the Realtors in your state. Choose ACUMA to stay ahead of the curve and succeed in your business.

WEBINARS 
We’ll continue with our popular series 
of free, one-hour webinars hosted by 
our Diamond sponsors. Topics include 
eClosings, forbearance updates,  
housing outlooks, effectively working 
from home, managing a remote staff,  
and much more.

WORKSHOPS 
We’ve introduced “on the go” workshops 
featuring some of the most sought-after 
experts in the industry. Recent sessions 
featured attorney Amanda Phillips  
offering advice on Remote Online 
Notarization (RON), Remote Ink-Signed 
Notarization (RIN), e-Notarization,  
e-Sign, e-Disclosure, e-Note and e-Close 
and national consumer advocate Dale 
Vermillion, author of the book “Navigating 
the Mortgage Maze” and who has been 
featured on FoxBusiness, MoneyWise and 
numerous radio programs.

PODCASTS
“On the Go” audio podcasts are available 
on most popular podcast channels 
including Apple, Google, Spotify and more.  
Topics include “Downpayment  
Assistance,” “Leveraging Industry Data 
Resources” and “Secondary Market 
Automation.” ACUMA’s Podcast and 
Workshop on the Go presentations are 
recorded and can be accessed 24/7 by 
signing in to the “members only” section 
of the ACUMA website.
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Docs in Motion

Reach new heights with:
Custom, Dynamic Doc Prep

Initial Disclosures
LE/CDs

eSignatures
Hybrid eClosings

Compliance Audits

www.idsdoc.com     sales@idsdoc.com
ACUMAad.indd   1 7/6/2020   4:09:29 PM

www.idsdoc.com


WhAT They’Re SAying...
“ACUMA is the top choice for 
me in order to keep up with 

today’s ever-changing mortgage 
market.”

“Excellent organization, great 
networking opportunities 
with the nation’s top CU 

mortgage lenders.”

“ACUMA is a great 
resource for credit unions. 
Your programs and training 

are awesome.”

Top MorTgage-Lending CrediT UnionS 
ChooSe aCUMa To Be ready for

WhaT’S 
ne    T

Know what’s happening in mortgage lending 
now … and get insights on what’s ahead with 
ACUMA’s “On the Go” webinars, workshops and 
podcasts. The topics delve into what you’re 
dealing with in this “new normal” world and help 
you navigate the challenges and opportunities 
this unique market presents. We bring you 
timely and relevant education, best practices 
and a chance to connect with your peers.

ACUMA’s online educational offerings are free 
to members (one membership covers everyone 
at your credit union) and much of it can be 
accessed 24/7 on ACUMA’s website.  

We’re hosting a Virtual Conference Sept. 22-23 
and a Digital Mortgage Showcase in October. 
The conference offers many sessions in a variety 
of formats, as well as some “social interaction” to 
lighten things up. The showcase gives you a chance 
to see the latest solutions from vendors that can 
help you increase efficiency and profitability while 
also enhancing your member’s experience. Both 
virtual events are at no cost to credit union and 
CUSO members—no travel, hotel or registration 
fees! That’s a price you can’t beat. 

 Visit ACUMA.ORG for upcoming programming, on-demand education,  
Regulatory Alerts and a guide to the Realtors in your state.  

Choose ACUMA to stay ahead of the curve and succeed in your business.

E    PERIENCEA VIRTUAL
COMING UP!

www.acuma.org


ANOTHER MEMbER bENEFIT

10%
DISCOUNT

New 
ACUMA/MbA 
Partnership 
Includes
ON MbA EDUCATION, TRAINING

How to Tap into the MBA 
Education Experience

ACUMA and the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) have a 
new education and training partnership that offers members 
of ACUMA discounted access to MBA Education products. 
The agreement gives ACUMA members access to world-class 
resources to improve their lending operations and educate  
their workforces.

The organizations already share many members, and it is 
hoped the agreement will encourage ACUMA members to take 
advantage of the latest insight and knowledge that MBA’s 
instructors have to offer.

ACUMA members (credit unions and CUSOs) receive a 10% 
discount on all MBA Education products available for retail sale, 
including the following certificate and designation programs:

	•	Certified	Mortgage	Banker	(CMB®)

	•	Certified	Residential	Underwriter	(CRU)

•	Certified	Mortgage	Servicer	(CMS)	–	Residential

•	Certified	Mortgage	Compliance	Professional	(CMCP)

•		Accredited	Mortgage	Professional	(AMP),	awarded	through	
the successful completion of the Schools of Mortgage 
Banking (SOMB) I, II and III

Already an MBA member? The ACUMA discount comes  
in addition to the discount MBA members receive.

To obtain the discount off the MBA 
member price, you must order by 
going through the ACUMA “members 
only” website from the menu bar 
and select “MBA Education Discount” 
under the Member Resources tab. 
There you will find instructions 
for visiting the MBA website to 
review (and purchase) any of the 
educational products available.  

The partnership is the latest benefit 
offered by ACUMA to its members. 
Other strategic agreements include:

•		Free	webinars	held	in	conjunction	
with Fannie Mae 

•		Annual	exhibit	at	the	National	
Association of Realtors® 

Conference

•		State-by-state	listings	of	Realtors® 
to work with

•		Regulatory	Alerts	on	important	
topics under discussion in 
Washington, D.C. 

ACUMA also offers spring 
workshops and an annual Fall 
Conference for its members to 
learn about mortgage lending and 
network with industry leaders.

www.acuma.org
www.mba.org
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HONORS, AWARDS 
AND RECOGNITIONS

Making a Difference 

  

teLL us aBout your news
 LenderClose Adds Chief Technology Officer

Des Moines fintech LENDERCLOSE has announced the addition of 
MARTINA SCHUBERT in the key position of Chief Technology 
Officer.

Schubert joins LenderClose with more than 25 years in information 
technology leadership experience. In her most recent role with DLL 
Financial Solutions Partner, a global leader in vendor finance, she was 
part of executive teams responsible for managing the enterprise-wide 
strategic and tactical planning process for information technology.

At LenderClose, Schubert will make executive decisions that align 
technological vision with the company’s needs to positively impact current and future 
operations.

“The fintech sector is the birthplace of monumental innovation,” said Schubert. “Helping 
credit unions and community banks more fully experience the game-changing potential 
of technology, especially in the mission-critical area of real estate lending, is something I’m 
really looking forward to.”

Schubert’s expertise spans several skill sets, including project management, team 
and executive leadership; global vendor management; and inter-departmental strategy 
development. Her professional achievements include driving customer retention and 
growth, improving loss ratio and delivering large-scale IT solutions.

Martina Schubert

BCU, one of the nation’s top 100 credit 
unions with more than 260,000 members, 
has officially given back more than $4 
million to its members who purchase or 
sell homes, thanks to the HomeAdvantage® 
program from CU REALTY SERVICES. 
This milestone qualifies the Chicago-based 
credit union for the next level in CU Realty 
Services’ Million Dollar Club. 

The HomeAdvantage turnkey real estate 
marketing platform helps credit unions 
retain more of its members’ purchase 
mortgage business. The front end offers 
tools that attract members at the beginning 
of their home buying journey while the 
back-end systems nurture them until they 
are ready to transact. This includes MLS 
listings, property valuations, marketing 
touchpoints, a network of real estate agents 
and a cash-back benefit at closing called 
HomeAdvantage Cash Rewards. 

The Million Dollar Club recognizes 

credit unions that have cumulatively saved 
their home-buying and home-selling 
members $1 million or more in the form 
of HomeAdvantage Cash Rewards. More 
than $50 million in HomeAdvantage Cash 
Rewards have been given back to credit 
union members during the program’s 
lifetime. 

BCU was first inducted into the Million 
Dollar Club in February 2017 as one of the 
club’s inaugural members. They have since 
given back more than $4.2 million and are 
one of 11 credit unions to have surpassed 
the $1 million level. In the last 12 months 
alone, BCU completed over 430 real 
estate closings through HomeAdvantage 
and returned roughly $763,000 in Cash 
Rewards to members. BCU members 
earn an average cash award of $1,700 per 
transaction.
“HomeAdvantage has been a key part of 
our long-term purchase money strategy 

at BCU,” said BOB PONDELICEK, the 
credit union’s Senior Director Real Estate 
Sales and Service. “I am absolutely thrilled 
with the program and the Cash Rewards 
we have returned to our members.” 

   bCU Passes $4 million in Give-backs to Member Homeowners

  CU Realty Marks 
Anniversary  

CU Realty Services, the largest real estate 
Credit Union Service Organization 
(CUSO) in the United States, recently 
marked its 20th anniversary. CU Realty’s 
HomeAdvantage program was one of the 
first portals in the nation to offer searchable 
property listings on the Internet. Today, 
CU Realty helps more than 120 credit 
unions and mortgage CUSOs in 24 states 
attract and nurture homebuying members 
and close more purchase loans.

We publish news of credit union 
real estate industry honors, 
awards and recognitions of 
individuals and organizations. 
We also publish news of housing-
related community recognitions, 
such as Habitat for Humanity 
projects and National Association 
of Realtors cooperative ventures. 

Send your news to tburton@
acuma.org and include who, 
what (be specific), when, 
where and, if desired, a head-
and-shoulders photo (150 
dpi) identifying the person 
being honored (name, title, 
organization). Deadlines are 
November 15 for the Winter Issue 
and May 15 for the Summer issue.



www.SimpleNexus.com/disclosures
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WelCOMe neW MeMBeRS
Credit union MeMBers
   1st Financial Federal Credit Union
  Amarillo Community FCU
  AmeriCU
   Beacon Community Credit Union
  CapEd Federal Credit Union
  Financial Plus Credit Union
   Heritage Community Credit Union
  Intrepid Credit Union
   Oregon Community Credit Union
   Pennsylvania State Employees 

Credit Union
  Salal Credit Union
  University Credit Union (ME)
  Valley First Credit Union

affiLiate MeMBers
  Black Knight
  Blend
  Covius
   Old Republic National 
Title Insurance Company

   Pro Teck Valuation 
Intelligence

   Ron Vaimberg 
International

  SimpleNexus
  Total Expert Inc.
  XINNIX

ACUMA extends a warm 
welcome to its newest members, 
who join a community dedicated 
to helping credit unions put more 
members in homes through 
competitive mortgage-lending 
programs.

These new members are entitled 
to all the benefits of ACUMA’s 
educational and networking 
organization, including events and 
knowledge shared through our 
website (www.acuma.org) and our 
magazine, the Pipeline.

Join ACUMA in wishing success 
to these new members:

 “DEEP-DIVE” WORKSHOPS
 20 2I

FOcuSING ON KNOWlEDGE aND NEtWORKING
ACUMA’s Annual Workshops 
deliver big time on mortgage-
lending knowledge and industry 
networking. 

Year after year, these two-day 
events receive high marks from 
attendees. You’ll receive an 
in-depth opportunity to hear 
and discuss the latest industry 
developments and interact with 
mortgage experts and credit union 
leaders. We’ll make sure you leave 
the meetings with strategic and 
tactical steps to help your credit 
union compete into the future and 
grow your business.

SamE PROGRam – tWO SItES 

THE NOTARy HOTEL  

PHILADELPHIA, PA

11 I12
maY

JuNE
 

THE NINES 

PORTLAND, OR

15 I16

SaVE tHE DatES

“I appreciate what you all [ at ACUMA ] contribute to credit unions, big and small, and have no doubt that 
everyone [ at the workshop ] has a ton of takeaways to go back home with.”

– Todd Lambright, VP of Sales, Georgia’s Own Credit Union

www.acuma.org


midwestloanservices.com 
NMLS #715685

To learn more, visit our website,  
or call 800.229.5417.
Gain a partner in excellence!

Many credit unions are feeling stranded! Does your current subservicer leave 
you feeling helpless because your questions and requests go unanswered?  
Are you experiencing an increase in member complaints, or do you feel the  
staff at your subservicer lacks the knowledge or expertise needed? 
 
If your current subservicer is not the partner you thought they would be, give 
Midwest Loan Services a call. No matter the size of your portfolio, everything  
we do says we care.

Is this how your  
mortgage subservicer 
makes you feel?

www.midwestloanservices.com


Heavy Volume  
Marks First  
Quarter

ANALYSIS & TRENDS

Tracy Ashfield is the President of 
ACUMA. She has also worked as a 

mortgage consultant for credit unions.

Continued

  

TOP 
300

Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of  March 31, 2020
$ originated 

1st Mortgages 
(fixed & adjustable)

# originated 
1st Mortgages 

(fixed & adjustable)

$ outstanding 
1st Mortgages 

(fixed & adjustable)
$ sold 

1st Mortgages 

By Tracy Ashfield

Wow, what a way to start the 
year! I fully expected the 
credit union mortgage-

origination data from Callahan’s Peer to 
Peer to show heavy volume, but it was 
even higher than I thought it would 
be. So much for winter slowdowns and 
seasonally driven dips in volume. 

To put this in perspective I compared 
first quarter 2019 numbers to the 
same period this year. In the first three 
months of 2019 credit unions granted 
136,704 loan units. Through March 
31, 2020 credit unions granted 221,323 
units. That’s more than a 60% increase 
from the same period a year ago!

I know we often focus on dollars, but 
anyone that is involved in mortgage 
production would agree that units tell 
the story of how busy everyone is.

I continue to be “wowed” by how 

credit unions excel during difficult 
times. And we are doubtful we’ll see a 
second-quarter slowown.

CREDIT UNIONS  
MEET CHALLENGES
In 2008 our country was in the middle 
of a credit crisis. During this period 
credit unions stepped to the plate, and 
we saw our market share in mortgage 
originations almost double from 2007. 
While big banks were faltering, credit 
unions were working with members 
to ensure their home loan needs were 
met.

Now we are in the midst of a pan-
demic. Once again credit unions are 
going above and beyond to provide 
members financial security. This may 
be by refinancing a home loan to lower 
a member’s payment or by providing 

Top 300 1st Mortgages Originated CUs 40,588,249,790   159,404   345,109,231,371   15,438,339,991 
All Originating CUs (2,720 CUs)* 50,549,099,410   221,323   480,296,415,811   18,106,665,509 
Top 300 Share 80.3   72   71.9  85.3
*CUs who granted $10,000 or more 01/20 - 3/20    
 

support and solutions to those strug-
gling to meet their mortgage obliga-
tions.

A Note on the Data: NCUA gave 
credit unions a 30-day grace period 
for submitting their first-quarter 2020 
Call Reports due to the impact of 
COVID-19. As a result the data in the 
accompanying tables is not complete. 
However, it does represent 99.7% of 
the call report data. Be advised that we 
will let ACUMA members know when 
an updated first-quarter ranking report 
will be available in the Members Only 
section of ACUMA’s website.
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Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of  March 31, 2020

$ originated 
1st Mortgages 

(fixed & adjustable)

# originated 
1st Mortgages 

(fixed & adjustable)

$ outstanding 
1st Mortgages 

(fixed & adjustable)
$ sold 

1st Mortgages rank
name of  
Credit union

re Loans sold  
but serviced by Custate

1 VA Navy $4,940,184,518 16,528 $38,613,684,924 $1,571,938,233 $37,449,343,503
2 MI Lake Michigan $1,068,722,049 5,234 $4,147,092,423 $592,607,893 $8,483,611,245
3 VA Pentagon $965,535,564 2,375 $9,206,374,249 $640,511,194 $6,180,585,246
4 NC State Employees’ $927,418,729 5,197 $18,489,070,875 $479,048 $96,672,532
5 CA SchoolsFirst $848,793,498 2,065 $5,213,974,988 $301,124,678 $2,363,127,972
6 WA bECU $745,327,206 2,513 $7,534,602,788 $219,717,601 $3,934,032,314
7 NY bethpage $720,575,712 2,633 $3,992,366,838 $409,850,047 $6,207,591,775
8 CA First Tech $648,086,048 1,549 $5,162,002,293 $362,043,170 $4,880,107,942
9 UT Mountain America $538,620,395 3,408 $2,996,253,032 $222,616,751 $1,327,163,909
10 OR OnPoint Community $493,274,377 2,603 $2,094,470,760 $312,726,178 $2,483,137,603
11 TX Randolph-brooks $481,834,629 2,961 $3,356,994,413 $47,541,766 $904,111,548
12 UT America First $462,284,021 3,026 $1,384,386,530 $258,382,678 $2,900,894,527
13 ID Idaho Central $447,249,799 2,022 $2,072,776,538 $344,917,976 $2,579,390,241
14 CA Golden 1 $447,029,816 1,519 $3,390,171,645 $50,076,962 $863,921,374
15 CO Elevations $430,566,477 1,156 $1,021,004,087 $310,488,182 $4,063,187,609
16 CA Logix $394,259,074 840 $3,785,685,151 $129,198,863 $1,845,276,893
17 CO Ent $379,116,550 1,926 $2,624,235,433 $139,405,733 $1,108,006,948
18 TX Security Service $378,583,759 1,638 $2,926,367,011 $158,486,522 $1,487,134,399
19 WI Landmark $337,753,964 1,680 $1,407,452,089 $203,145,208 $2,730,642,908
20 CA Star One $331,347,668 631 $3,753,855,444 $0 $4,986,317
21 MA Digital $304,000,202 719 $2,431,304,610 $402,766,263 $2,824,855,139
22 Ak Alaska USA $294,343,419 936 $1,213,951,308 $238,024,163 $5,153,647,581
23 FL Suncoast $293,125,886 1,529 $3,237,221,959 $0 $227,214,701
24 PA Police And Fire $274,866,432 1,342 $1,792,354,514 $9,997,136 $727,869,424
25 IN Evansville Teachers $274,679,926 1,386 $936,500,093 $131,341,100 $699,379,094
26 GA Delta Community $274,669,373 1,102 $2,413,733,414 $71,522,190 $542,530,325
27 CA San Diego County $271,613,345 550 $3,718,554,908 $0 $470,894,762
28 FL VyStar $271,124,715 1,252 $3,232,508,473 $28,036,981 $210,566,854
29 IA Veridian $269,233,723 1,252 $1,525,188,032 $165,947,520 $118,952
30 CA Patelco $262,911,175 617 $3,146,435,302 $188,889,535 $1,189,938,270
31 WI Summit $249,630,042 1,248 $1,728,288,746 $171,187,959 $2,195,362,024
32 WI University Of Wisconsin $248,713,710 1,143 $893,703,377 $127,536,000 $2,384,964,321
33 CA kinecta $245,265,401 411 $2,280,547,727 $58,566,818 $2,604,101,497
34 TX University $238,331,763 831 $1,034,424,033 $153,758,500 $2,498,353,108
35 IL bCU $217,912,472 910 $1,564,073,115 $253,463,209 $2,498,415,926
36 UT Utah Community $214,585,557 1,044 $402,299,910 $125,048,008 $985,770,994
37 TN Eastman $214,329,585 1,635 $2,830,885,119 $0 $1,966,793
38 MN Wings Financial $214,263,080 711 $2,524,178,320 $36,327,205 $412,607,611
39 CA Redwood $197,930,500 458 $2,022,487,475 $44,719,400 $977,627,129
40 CO bellco $196,258,070 440 $1,545,079,712 $6,279,723 $675,806,587
41 CA Mission $193,704,536 383 $1,610,049,324 $55,506,200 $1,005,468,494
42 WI Community First $193,378,491 911 $1,998,562,573 $13,446,400 $1,530,847
43 kS CommunityAmerica $193,282,555 843 $644,142,353 $78,498,396 $2,476,707,530
44 NY State Employees $192,432,226 997 $1,080,896,479 $112,648,071 $2,119,678,404
45 OH Wright-Patt $189,021,308 1,150 $1,287,908,990 $51,320,137 $5,570,334,386
46 NY CAP COM $187,836,990 849 $1,147,970,394 $89,205,696 $1,023,047,437
47 CA Financial Partners $186,437,890 346 $668,881,827 $194,379,252 $1,346,205,494
48 PA American Heritage $185,982,054 370 $939,474,360 $98,314,373 $917,401,035
49 DC bank-Fund Staff $183,964,573 368 $2,716,639,056 $447,200 $196,765,742
50 NC Coastal $183,431,089 967 $1,015,610,074 $127,750,798 $1,949,554,208
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51 WI Royal $181,314,844 2,119 $1,172,925,148 $73,012,077 $1,696,157,683
52 WA Numerica $176,341,183 374 $939,698,574 $58,778,916 $605,053,278
53 NY United Nations $175,165,186 385 $2,663,031,285 $15,951,003 $244,463,953
54 PA Citadel $174,832,456 355 $1,949,184,564 $21,680,863 $468,950,294
55 UT Goldenwest $174,140,832 686 $469,276,220 $134,513,956 $5,292,846
56 CA UNIFY Financial $173,753,897 295 $1,270,331,288 $21,046,477 $445,568,541
57 CA Provident $173,548,773 314 $1,455,647,374 $68,450,090 $1,365,718,821
58 IL Alliant $171,631,199 355 $4,623,396,778 $36,745,156 $492,105,347
59 IA GreenState $170,163,625 631 $3,320,946,555 $300,937,793 $61,320,814
60 AZ Desert Financial $165,939,052 676 $952,699,660 $31,895,865 $1,602,273,419
61 CA Stanford $165,783,732 217 $1,725,712,960 $23,535,405 $580,320,774
62 MN TruStone Financial $161,981,279 724 $555,929,917 $83,079,600 $969,219,036
63 MA Metro $160,671,280 365 $929,890,056 $34,492,858 $916,371,807
64 TX TDECU $158,337,544 923 $1,299,315,022 $55,488,243 $675,841,480
65 VA Virginia $155,941,672 662 $1,035,014,084 $41,714,338 $466,527,872
66 CA SAFE $146,659,740 363 $1,172,584,183 $61,998,914 $985,581,893
67 PA Members 1st $138,920,358 744 $954,188,056 $56,355,500 $421,355,206
68 WI Altra $138,091,952 694 $683,745,958 $88,690,686 $1,165,416,277
69 WA STCU $137,327,919 761 $1,514,021,975 $17,918,833 $163,186,377
70 CA Wescom $134,449,997 360 $1,355,850,580 $45,398,376 $977,900,060
71 TX Austin Telco $132,889,413 498 $757,944,498 $411,425 $0
72 FL Space Coast $129,244,089 639 $968,109,957 $5,667,806 $615,013,507
73 NY Teachers $125,652,013 370 $2,085,168,838 $95,695,183 $1,345,753,960
74 CA Travis $125,467,599 373 $1,096,110,870 $29,430,036 $487,183,921
75 WI Educators $125,343,813 747 $945,145,673 $125,343,813 $427,695,560
76 WI CoVantage $124,057,354 962 $857,499,902 $30,340,352 $374,519,755
77 CA California $122,781,689 239 $1,395,616,510 $43,057,567 $949,537,747
78 IL CEFCU $122,524,869 645 $2,646,058,969 $0 $42,896,337
79 IA Dupaco Community $121,669,023 593 $511,703,826 $49,658,200 $819,846,236
80 FL Fairwinds $121,360,097 681 $1,203,336,355 $69,448,735 $507,040,382
81 WA Washington State Employees $120,228,158 421 $958,615,130 $34,882,448 $959,301,240
82 NY Visions $119,629,178 518 $1,788,530,494 $0 $64,407,469
83 WA Gesa $117,870,323 456 $824,608,112 $34,992,985 $650,994,444
84 CO Canvas $117,352,428 342 $581,912,821 $31,788,076 $452,973,266
85 MD State Employees Credit Union of Maryland     $113,432,527 398 $1,792,672,343 $41,310,000 $914,252,450
86 MN Affinity Plus $113,426,709 558 $673,343,230 $74,513,253 $1,379,770,918
87 NY USAlliance Financial $112,494,431 146 $837,604,117 $7,400,332 $154,607,452
88 MI Advia $112,199,375 634 $819,662,315 $4,923,315 $0
89 VA Apple $111,176,391 280 $1,121,941,002 $57,331,835 $696,710,807
90 RI Pawtucket $109,188,373 505 $1,444,362,508 $8,571,527 $223,031,046
91 NC Local Government $106,514,022 712 $843,834,015 $78,376,662 $0
92 FL MidFlorida $105,891,119 365 $1,453,351,410 $57,333,841 $780,134,295
93 CA Nuvision $105,805,739 282 $911,531,220 $27,952,726 $645,660,133
94 VT New England $105,359,359 488 $905,517,334 $11,976,706 $1,305,114,703
95 TX American Airlines $104,451,650 409 $2,558,720,329 $0 $2,241,996
96 MD Tower $103,277,421 326 $627,834,312 $0 $876,251,379
97 PA Pennsylvania State Employees $102,549,252 727 $1,425,620,438 $535,000 $132,291,603
98 CA Meriwest $101,804,941 161 $722,687,868 $20,221,641 $728,792,281
99 AZ OneAZ $100,855,729 325 $668,302,873 $42,513,062 $887,006,663
100 RI Navigant $100,533,250 410 $1,381,703,770 $35,439,651 $371,317,903
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101 NM Nusenda $98,998,778 272 $689,495,092 $40,510,721 $548,308,082
102 CA Partners $98,469,382 257 $571,669,420 $47,542,052 $924,545,899
103 MI Michigan State University $97,733,996 477 $1,674,316,474 $0 $31,636,931
104 CA Orange County’s $97,184,630 226 $790,966,102 $17,326,448 $717,382,223
105 MD Andrews $96,513,974 328 $873,676,735 $1,684,132 $1,095,960,931
106 CA Chevron $96,372,694 279 $2,521,733,940 $0 $8,110,943
107 SC Founders $95,719,965 623 $1,170,063,597 $0 $0
108 MI Genisys $94,844,566 435 $712,935,934 $26,666,694 $143,027,862
109 NV One Nevada $94,669,409 363 $192,347,013 $87,472,409 $87,720,498
110 IN Teachers $93,813,622 315 $1,139,146,369 $0 $7,454,055
111 MI United $92,942,193 457 $1,153,677,752 $96,512,224 $517,920,517
112 IN Elements Financial $92,521,218 324 $674,647,823 $35,921,380 $0
113 CO Westerra $89,476,647 238 $428,334,657 $53,714,291 $578,786,917
114 NY ESL $89,298,151 355 $549,913,128 $45,962,873 $1,090,536,404
115 CA keyPoint $87,448,522 136 $662,169,970 $29,067,034 $483,311,901
116 NY Jovia Financial $87,278,716 185 $1,042,388,378 $57,449,475 $526,299,239
117 AL Redstone $85,944,219 540 $559,579,938 $96,311,957 $706,262,001
118 IN Forum $85,257,114 391 $349,434,303 $54,527,579 $846,911,209
119 MA Jeanne D’Arc $84,981,649 232 $936,928,685 $7,705,759 $101,262,326
120 CA Technology $84,921,170 120 $983,813,725 $0 $138,941,886
121 CA Premier America $83,549,350 76 $1,596,389,977 $6,189,322 $234,350,292
122 CO Premier Members $83,512,402 206 $471,125,931 $5,564,400 $191,077,093
123 WA Whatcom Educational $81,841,953 212 $913,955,885 $84,808,895 $436,373,731
124 HI Hawaii State $81,811,232 115 $403,310,836 $11,717,660 $364,330,879
125 CA California Coast $81,133,286 218 $863,561,839 $11,934,522 $198,927,781
126 NC Truliant $80,158,260 360 $582,912,107 $38,936,939 $109,929,977
127 WA Columbia $80,033,242 206 $598,105,923 $18,166,315 $293,673,233
128 CA Firefighters First $79,708,360 208 $820,290,237 $11,182,990 $208,886,475
129 NY Hudson Valley $79,179,822 291 $927,077,806 $33,444,593 $1,344,412,523
130 TN knoxville TVA Employees $77,767,197 344 $719,801,994 $2,173,516 $0
131 MI DFCU Financial $77,413,126 481 $517,833,651 $54,618,783 $899,905,112
132 VA Northwest $76,489,628 226 $979,307,516 $61,926,678 $1,430,665,275
133 CA San Mateo $76,216,417 137 $593,460,053 $11,057,205 $149,275,364
134 OH General Electric $76,196,434 223 $1,183,714,794 $0 $0
135 MO Together $75,071,653 332 $654,297,252 $29,275,047 $463,738,010
136 CA First Entertainment $75,070,986 178 $674,001,791 $19,328,549 $171,829,775
137 MD NASA $74,823,707 204 $1,099,539,342 $41,780,368 $62,814,308
138 UT Cyprus $74,247,979 266 $249,022,206 $50,584,168 $0
139 NJ Affinity $73,982,564 399 $1,974,202,825 $58,983,140 $196,863,560
140 NH Service $73,957,928 289 $1,143,728,105 $72,900 $1,763,270
141 IN Purdue $73,643,637 450 $750,519,255 $29,557,414 $475,444,261
142 WI Fox Communities $73,599,481 621 $1,112,525,898 $3,581,480 $125,746,805
143 GA Atlanta Postal $73,385,469 220 $586,108,013 $0 $0
144 MO First Community $72,988,507 401 $466,746,065 $37,810,592 $574,556,052
145 MI Michigan Schools and Government     $72,753,486 404 $819,526,948 $0 $45,735,344
146 IN 3Rivers $72,705,875 401 $378,536,445 $42,319,447 $541,004,770
147 GA Georgia’s Own $72,675,628 253 $637,995,784 $17,917,839 $271,169,650
148 OR Oregon Community $72,620,998 340 $489,156,947 $552,416 $117,576,396
149 UT University $72,388,049 391 $276,288,344 $38,375,830 $461,880,547
150 WI Westconsin $71,912,511 441 $483,149,612 $34,865,945 $960,279,890
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151 kY L & N $71,422,604 343 $840,369,252 $4,690,793 $123,781,118
152 SC South Carolina $70,791,000 284 $772,315,339 $12,056,971 $338,203,762
153 TX GECU $68,470,790 525 $533,334,382 $37,516,363 $696,929,140
154 FL Community First Credit Union of Florida     $67,908,279 347 $659,615,818 $9,808,327 $137,792,397
155 IN Interra $67,817,682 328 $636,295,857 $7,370,818 $77,314,149
156 IN Indiana Members $67,309,669 240 $751,792,899 $19,628,836 $41,334,906
157 VA Dupont Community $66,358,603 237 $548,015,491 $14,986,773 $103,690,232
158 OR Rogue $65,905,604 301 $284,564,967 $30,794,767 $264,357,000
159 OH Superior $65,475,216 378 $457,770,371 $21,688,275 $740,250,876
160 MN Central Minnesota $65,412,944 239 $534,404,334 $26,775,828 $342,418,277
161 MA Hanscom $64,409,683 190 $281,499,066 $23,227,881 $423,266,720
162 CO Credit Union Of Colorado $64,191,246 248 $415,395,658 $1,465,500 $159,137,004
163 MT Whitefish $63,893,844 233 $851,396,142 $0 $0
164 MA Rockland $63,702,261 174 $656,936,526 $12,606,288 $243,439,837
165 FL IbM Southeast Employees $63,608,341 179 $681,494,772 $9,249,708 $343,155,466
166 MI Credit Union One $63,512,744 376 $481,254,458 $32,378,897 $371,392
167 FL GTE Financial $63,071,514 302 $586,310,510 $885,175 $1,184,619,425
168 TN Ascend $63,012,542 311 $904,304,271 $1,232,573 $0
169 CA Credit Union of Southern California     $62,824,150 127 $568,116,105 $9,938,783 $228,662,019
170 PA Franklin Mint $62,600,608 180 $417,047,863 $17,547,843 $473,254,695
171 CA Pacific Service $61,961,696 192 $339,968,184 $9,021,100 $0
172 MI Lake Trust $61,898,225 308 $626,426,900 $0 $5,174,232
173 IL Deere Employees $61,870,411 316 $564,550,785 $16,591,591 $120,515,559
174 VA Langley $61,770,238 288 $856,955,625 $6,571,016 $139,614,925
175 WA kitsap $61,079,571 351 $271,642,923 $0 $0
176 OR Unitus Community $60,957,480 269 $461,406,078 $23,484,111 $553,117,335
177 MS keesler $60,305,737 345 $868,546,948 $0 $14,077,188
178 TX Advancial $60,087,648 186 $448,905,418 $31,121,362 $452,430,170
179 FL Campus USA $59,443,568 408 $714,427,364 $2,059,700 $39,141,448
180 WA iQ $58,576,796 200 $350,976,440 $17,695,120 $227,610,580
181 OR Advantis $58,333,239 234 $431,772,580 $28,202,570 $842,901,717
182 GA Robins Financial $58,105,914 239 $482,705,887 $11,163,304 $275,287,965
183 TX Amplify $57,819,998 153 $393,025,058 $25,441,168 $447,083,991
184 WA Sound $57,797,357 224 $643,240,760 $28,013,034 $0
185 WI Capital $57,577,860 332 $748,361,138 $9,694,839 $230,033,749
186 WA Salal $57,491,693 116 $316,322,983 $15,991,585 $267,310,949
187 NY Corning $56,755,025 315 $426,906,503 $18,129,300 $387,363,525
188 CA SF Fire $56,535,612 107 $654,397,204 $0 $220,216,770
189 TX Credit Union of Texas $55,873,827 268 $265,365,160 $32,897,394 $0
190 TN ORNL $54,220,371 377 $1,077,336,593 $3,750,250 $386,593,570
191 NC Allegacy $54,214,530 282 $426,033,400 $20,271,456 $166,936,783
192 TX EECU $54,205,868 312 $460,108,404 $13,734,339 $192,435,219
193 ID Potlatch No 1 Financial $53,505,610 198 $352,386,570 $7,255,385 $301,933,972
194 TX Texas Tech $52,994,119 247 $30,285,995 $43,769,838 $0
195 TN Y-12 $51,775,339 200 $526,981,303 $3,964,033 $56,073,413
196 AR Arkansas $51,312,644 472 $377,643,506 $13,053,088 $184,247,517
197 MN Firefly $51,125,333 181 $537,855,837 $428,000 $0
198 MI Honor $50,199,997 344 $397,227,730 $30,356,709 $410,306,155
199 NM Sandia Laboratory $50,177,117 184 $728,272,074 $6,732,031 $61,625,634
200 IN Indiana University $49,702,621 190 $544,357,106 $1,669,610 $3,852,415
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201 kY Park Community $49,234,361 257 $421,714,829 $2,670,186 $0
202 MN Hiway $49,011,150 178 $421,366,604 $3,259,300 $248,001,854
203 NY Polish & Slavic $48,840,723 509 $1,025,055,262 $0 $49,101,956
204 IN Notre Dame $47,707,647 216 $261,487,025 $23,931,447 $283,249,176
205 UT Deseret First $47,500,368 162 $197,474,883 $46,497,000 $0
206 CA CoastHills $47,216,499 99 $417,139,259 $5,642,030 $110,138,221
207 CA USE $46,809,365 95 $482,732,838 $0 $162,747,474
208 FL Grow Financial $46,808,027 192 $621,453,159 $0 $137,378,139
209 NY Sunmark $46,549,471 284 $292,544,578 $33,954,156 $0
210 TX A+ $46,431,637 304 $556,192,811 $56,081,133 $55,731,994
211 WI Westby Co-op $46,086,911 209 $249,746,516 $8,596,580 $161,974,858
212 IL Consumers $45,861,485 178 $260,713,769 $29,343,685 $395,347,639
213 TX Firstmark $45,624,781 89 $300,030,527 $0 $0
214 MI Frankenmuth $45,483,018 298 $211,706,415 $36,036,777 $323,668,237
215 WI blackhawk Community $45,393,550 239 $336,540,520 $5,501,350 $205,728,114
216 OR Maps $45,213,831 223 $233,678,472 $17,805,457 $18,823,119
217 Ok Truity $44,738,336 183 $164,712,862 $25,470,450 $651,210,119
218 NH St. Mary’s bank $44,472,215 195 $371,027,477 $30,805,492 $615,191,466
219 AZ Vantage West $44,265,379 174 $514,814,614 $30,716,852 $125,377,841
220 DC Department Of Commerce $44,190,257 100 $288,201,937 $18,931,314 $31,872,380
221 OH kemba $43,626,554 118 $313,617,337 $13,727,063 $111,736,656
222 WA Solarity $43,499,928 183 $201,735,387 $22,139,088 $319,981,831
223 TN Orion $43,446,024 112 $372,761,430 $13,037,782 $20,665,656
224 TX United Heritage $43,177,706 164 $336,437,286 $22,786,284 $287,802
225 PA TruMark Financial $43,133,196 156 $843,427,220 $23,927,748 $549,248,949
226 NY AmeriCU $42,230,179 260 $741,369,920 $4,218,979 $223,408,675
227 GA Georgia United $41,526,826 216 $263,143,178 $60,506,338 $164,245,869
228 NY Empower $41,270,664 231 $478,332,779 $21,230,309 $653,070,152
229 CA Los Angeles Police $40,972,080 138 $334,419,174 $7,072,700 $259,259,461
230 CT Charter Oak $40,966,752 220 $603,246,794 $7,022,985 $175,950,887
231 GA Associated $40,906,173 201 $243,625,099 $28,083,200 $324,700,992
232 AL Avadian $40,364,588 172 $212,628,216 $29,211,962 $53,633,324
233 CO Air Academy $40,083,507 154 $237,007,541 $9,551,690 $0
234 kY Commonwealth $39,889,643 244 $384,250,318 $3,425,261 $43,771,141
235 FL Achieva $39,805,655 165 $404,052,153 $15,486,026 $268,010,440
236 CA Farmers Insurance Group $39,778,876 56 $276,490,528 $0 $0
237 SC SRP $39,738,910 197 $294,484,820 $19,073,061 $0
238 OR Rivermark Community $39,718,161 151 $197,230,607 $20,657,352 $303,114,684
239 SC Sharonview $39,350,137 189 $731,405,182 $40,527,827 $186,556,475
240 WI Verve, a $39,290,307 160 $533,634,543 $8,515,044 $269,758,180
241 VA Freedom First $38,979,710 168 $296,278,406 $17,616,965 $0
242 IN Centra $38,739,330 231 $545,445,147 $9,043,515 $186,509,054
243 WA Harborstone $38,719,386 141 $465,603,249 $0 $69,567,494
244 ID CapEd $38,672,234 132 $296,862,274 $11,260,567 $21,415,835
245 FL Addition Financial $38,546,241 194 $630,480,001 $657,104 $20,822,488
246 WI Thrivent $38,479,717 185 $317,479,908 $19,577,841 $352,311,830
247 CA Altura $38,105,891 107 $343,697,437 $816,746 $13,864,718
248 Ok True Sky $38,020,907 186 $148,085,921 $588,120 $154,638,351
249 AZ TruWest $37,819,013 132 $347,646,669 $27,891,929 $261,949,829
250 VA United States Senate $37,652,165 21 $238,694,308 $0 $0
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251 CT American Eagle Financial $37,579,090 166 $697,573,887 $0 $360,017,049
252 MI Dow Chemical Employees $37,451,030 234 $511,269,306 $2,031,772 $76,824,140
253 CA Valley Strong $37,105,285 162 $680,282,565 $3,278,062 $228,203,095
254 Ok TTCU $36,917,393 197 $210,206,116 $25,387,141 $364,948,837
255 CA American First $36,891,381 74 $312,594,091 $25,531,781 $663,593,356
256 MA St. Anne’s Of Fall River $36,781,085 75 $600,971,573 $3,721,288 $294,513,567
257 MD National Institutes of Health $36,772,820 115 $246,235,624 $17,388,052 $202,516,588
258 CA Christian Community $36,741,457 77 $498,896,521 $0 $30,856,611
259 CA Operating Engineers Local Union #3     $36,681,410 135 $363,136,633 $0 $0
260 VA State Department $36,681,318 103 $699,459,492 $0 $124,438,429
261 DC Congressional $36,581,362 105 $398,219,229 $5,051,020 $80,789,262
262 ND Town and Country $36,361,276 163 $189,408,095 $30,068,863 $22,564,469
263 AZ Arizona $36,360,744 133 $491,000,632 $18,822,191 $0
264 CO Colorado $36,293,784 102 $33,550,321 $34,935,470 $57,167,926
265 LA Neighbors $36,293,475 95 $217,429,009 $0 $0
266 IA Community Choice $36,276,256 351 $131,878,181 $27,495,798 $0
267 MA Harvard University Employees $36,227,338 89 $372,600,087 $19,629,043 $488,604,854
268 IL Great Lakes $36,219,529 84 $293,827,532 $9,704,423 $253,468,056
269 IA Collins Community $36,112,153 254 $297,426,863 $81,205,157 $331,650,822
270 CA bay $36,088,300 92 $274,802,492 $24,188,450 $361,706,525
271 CA MyPoint $35,534,334 85 $300,104,735 $0 $29,229,017
272 OR First Community $35,515,172 184 $443,442,789 $28,754,775 $318,712,765
273 IL Credit Union 1 $35,306,408 91 $250,180,617 $62,972,910 $79,252,293
274 WA Verity $35,204,073 139 $201,748,298 $29,832,500 $198,876,237
275 NC Self-Help $35,128,936 193 $905,574,216 $0 $0
276 CT Sikorsky Financial $34,893,820 131 $348,041,975 $2,443,895 $0
277 MI Community Financial $34,346,666 173 $381,985,864 $18,476,304 $364,255,351
278 TX First Community $34,171,674 114 $452,966,827 $109,610 $68,821,095
279 NE Liberty First $34,054,995 192 $102,692,932 $26,372,144 $0
280 MT Clearwater $34,037,491 160 $142,815,340 $11,817,667 $232,757,339
281 WA TwinStar $33,901,970 169 $185,347,456 $24,029,423 $406,588,740
282 MA Align $33,815,750 100 $299,726,972 $13,767,711 $265,875,792
283 MI Michigan First $33,657,466 85 $289,882,368 $40,017,891 $212,756,199
284 MI Consumers $33,461,431 160 $445,577,887 $46,551,078 $424,033,349
285 MA Workers $33,247,931 103 $726,282,947 $16,066,148 $256,319,688
286 FL Tropical Financial $33,162,784 118 $225,829,422 $13,325,697 $345,126,357
287 MD First Financial of Maryland $33,015,000 147 $296,303,263 $0 $0
288 ND Capital $33,003,646 64 $145,242,261 $14,680,302 $167,166,659
289 SC REV $32,770,547 107 $183,749,518 $10,056,313 $326,451
290 NE Centris $32,763,972 182 $190,736,499 $21,312,444 $463,968,745
291 FL Pen Air $32,689,161 116 $249,324,431 $11,791,801 $7,176,851
292 TN Leaders $32,594,380 202 $80,285,306 $21,769,567 $0
293 ID beehive $32,359,939 156 $116,015,475 $14,537,755 $0
294 TX AMOCO $32,315,225 221 $121,103,510 $4,570,278 $0
295 FL Tyndall $32,288,138 202 $227,357,787 $17,447,601 $166,981,950
296 CA The Police Credit Union of California     $32,136,001 63 $418,878,473 $6,547,017 $12,727,995
297 IA Greater Iowa $32,132,449 172 $193,923,184 $8,556,442 $26,538,702
298 IN Heritage $32,129,989 209 $159,610,755 $15,232,307 $233,968,521
299 NY Island $31,953,340 81 $469,074,835 $8,865,000 $186,404,218
300 HI Hawaiian Financial $31,835,800 68 $333,572,674 $16,097,850 $0
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Tracy Ashfield is the President of 
ACUMA.  She also speaks at industry 
conferences and examiner seminars, 
and keeps current with credit unions 
by running Ashfield & Associates, a 
consulting and training business that 
assists with mortgage lending.

“Will this 
meteoric shift to 
paperless and 

e-processes stick 
for the long-

term? I certainly 
hope so.

The Race to  
Electronic  
Just Got Faster

We decided on this issue’s theme, The Race to Electronic, 
in early January. One would think we’d had a crystal ball. 
Not so. 

In fact, our decision to focus on making the mortgage process 
more digital was because credit unions had been slow to adopt 
e-closings, e-delivery of notes, even paperless mortgage files. 

We thought it was time to share stories of those that had pivoted 
and highlight best practices for moving away from paper. Little did 
we know that COVID-19 would have credit unions racing at top 
speed toward electronic solutions. And race they did!

    Mortgage originators had to find 
ways to connect and form relation-
ships with members and Realtors 
absent of in-person meetings.

   Our technology solutions were put 
to the test. 

   How quickly could we get proces-
sors, underwriters and 
closers fully functional 
working remotely? 

   Did our servicing systems 
allow us to process mem-
bers’ forbearance requests 
from a home-based office? 

THE END OF A  
PAPER TRAIL?
We have learned so much 
about the features and func-
tionality we need from our 
“tech stack” of solutions. We 

also learned that when we rely on paper, 
it’s all so much harder.

So, will this meteoric shift to paper-
less and e-processes stick for the long-
term? I certainly hope so.

Does that mean we don’t need that 
“personal” approach that credit unions 

are famous for? Absolutely not! 
We need to find the way to 

balance all these new tools and 
processes with what members 
uniformly want: proactive, 
clear communication and see-
ing their transactions fulfilled 
with ease. 

Although many in your 
mortgage staff may love work-
ing with paper, paper isn’t what 
helps us provide great service. 
In fact, paper slows things 
down.

INVENTION AND INNOVATION
The adage “necessity is the mother of 
invention” has certainly proved to be 
true this year. Necessity has also been 
the mother of innovation. 

I believe credit unions will keep the 
positive innovations and build on them.

Why? It’s a matter of history. Credit 
unions’ share of the mortgage market 
doubled quickly and continued to grow 
after the 2008 credit crisis.

In that case we kept our doors open 
and continued to lend when others fal-
tered. During this pandemic we may 
not have kept our doors open literally, 
but we certainly did virtually. From that 
I expect we’ll see another jump in mar-
ket share.

This column will remain the “Last 
Word” but whether it remains the last 
word on paper for credit union mort-
gage lenders in 2020 remains to be seen. 
More certain is this: Lenders that make 
the loan process easier will be the ones 
that succeed.

“
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Arch MI Stays True to Credit Unions
For more than 25 years, Arch MI has been a foundation for CU success. 
Our unmatched expertise and solutions help CUs grow share, attract 
members and protect portfolios. 
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